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Former backers taxing Reagan
The worst thing that can happen to
an ideologue is to win. Then his dogmas run up against the test of reality.
When the dogmas do not work in the
actual world, the ideologues turn on
and rend each other. They argue that

ANALYSIS
by Garry Wills

the new school year
Hello, and welcome to Bowling Green State University, whether you're a
newcomer like me, or a returning "veteran"! The University is in
basically good condition, I'm happy to say, thanks to the fine stewardship
of Dr. Ferrari and many others, and to the passage of essential tuition and
fee increases by the Board of Trustees on July 23. Enrollment is projected
at about 16,000 on the main campus and 1,350 at Firelands. The entering
freshman class enrollment on the main campus is estimated to be 3,050.
These enrollment estimates are consistent with the budget assumptions
used in developing the University educational budget for the coming year.
Dr. Karl Vogt, Dean of the College of Business Administration, has been
serving as Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost since
July 12, and is Acting President until I return on or about September 15.
Dr. Kendall Baker, the new Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, has
been on the Job since August 1.
The search for a new Dean for the College of Musical Arts has been
reopened, and will proceed until a successful conclusion has been reached.
Searches for a permanent Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Provost and for a Vice President for Student Affairs will commence upon
my return. Candidates for the position of Assistant to the President are
currently being reviewed, and a selection will be made by the end of
October.
The new Director of Intercollegiate Athletics, Jack Gregory, joined us on
August 1 and is hard at work. I know we are all looking forward to our most
successful football season in years, and I hope you will support the Falcons
by attending the games.
Qalary increases totaling 7.2 percent were approved by the Board of
.^Trustees in July, and were distributed, for this year only, on the basis of
80 percent across-the-board and 20 percent for merit. The budget, including these increases, was reviewed by me with the Faculty Senate
Executive Committee and with representatives of the undergraduate and
graduate student governments, prior to presentation to the Board. A
complete copy of the budget, including salaries, is now available for
review by anyone in the main library. Beginning with the October
meetings, the Presidents of the Faculty Senate, the Undergraduate
Student Government, and the Graduate Student Senate have been invited
to be present at the meetings of the Finance and Facilities Committees of
the Board the night before the regular Board meetings. We hope this will
give the organizations an opportunity for presenting their views and
concerns to the Board before decisions are made or policies formulated.
The Director for Affirmative Action, formerly called the Director of
Equal Opportunity Compliance and Handicapped Services, will henceforth
report directly to the President. Following the successful completion of the
various searches, only one other person aside from the Vice Presidents will
report directly to the President - the Assistant to the President.
Proposals with far-reaching consequences will be made early in the
autumn for changes in the University Charter. The cardinal purposes
for which I shall make these proposals are: 1) to increase the influence and
participation of the Faculty Senate in the governance of the University; 2)
to separate governance issues from employment and working condition
criteria; and 3) to make the governance and administration of the
University less cumbersome and more responsive. It would be premature
to give all the proposals here - and there isn't enough room -but one major
example might be of interest. I shall propose that the Academic Council be
made a standing committee of the Faculty Senate, with the same
membership it has now. Actions of the Council could be overturned by a
three-fifths vote of the total membership of the Senate. By this single
change, the Faculty Senate would become the chief curricular authority of
the University and the chief budgetary reviewing and recommending
body, neither of which it is presently. I anticipate sending all the proposals
to the Senate by October 1.
As you may know, the Academic Council voted last May to cancel fall
Commencement. The vote was 8-7, and the reaction was negative. I asked
the Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs to poll the Council
members again, and I am pleased to announce that the Academic Council
has voted overwhelmingly to continue Commencement in the fall semester
calender.
Many other tasks have been undertaken since my arrival on July 1. An
effort to establish a Canadian Studies Program here at Bowling
Green, with the support of the Canadian government, and to establish an
Ohio Association for Canadian Studies, has been undertaken and is
proceeding nicely. Vice President Richard Edwards and I have visited
several state legislators,' and I have visited with the Chancellor and with
staff in the Inter-University Council and Office of Budget and Management. I believe matters are well in hand.
As you read this, if all has gone well, my wife, son and I, with four others,
are approximately 1,200 nautical miles from Honolulu in a 44-foot racing
sloop called Cadillac Snapper, heading for Bellingham, Washington. The
total distance is approximately 2,600 nautical miles, and given fair winds
we hope to arrive about September 11. The complicated (and expensive!)
arrangements for this voyage were undertaken more than a year ago, and
could not be changed without great inconvenience for the owners and the
other crew members. Thus, I ask your understanding for my absence from
opening events for this first fall semester. Dr. Vogt will officiate in my
absence. All collegiate-level meetings and events will be held as in the
past, but the University-wide convocation will be postponed until my
return. I expect to address the entire community before the end of
September upon matters of interest to all of us.
I want to thank the citizens of Bowling Green and the members of our
new University family for the incredibly warm and helpful welcome Ruth
and I have been given. We are truly overwhelmed and more grateful than
we can say. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts! Well both see you
soon.

Paul Olscamp
THE BG NEWS
Editor
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their particular emphasis within the
body of dogma was not given entire
expression. Or they say the test was
not fair because accidents intervened
(which is always the case in the real
world). The only "fair test" for the
ideologues' theory is in laboratory
conditions that political life cannot
provide.
There is a triple irony in the way
Ronald Reagan is being attacked by
his own most fanatical original supEorters. In the first place, they think
e owes his present office to them,
and he doesn t. Yet he treated them,
for a long time, as if the voters had
given them a mandate for their dogmas - which, by a second irony, is
what got him into so much trouble.
And now, having suffered for allegiance to their creed, he is attacked
as its arch heretic.
ON THE ERROR of thinking that
Reagan's election was a triumph of
right-wing ideology, one should consult the conclusions of Carter's and
Reagan's campaign managers, aired
at the quadrennial post-election symposium held by the Kennedy School of
Government at Harvard. Everyone
there agreed that Carter lost the
election more than Reagan won it.
With double-digit inflation, a foreign
policy in ruins, a party dissatisfied
with him, Carter had in effect resigned. As Reagan's manager, William Casey, said: "It would have been
hard to lose that election." Pat Caddell, for the Carter people admitted,
"The American people simply did not
want Jimmy Carter as their president." Richard Wirthlin, Reagan's
pollster, said "Ideology was not cutting as a voting motivator."
Carter tried to raise supply-side

ideology during the campaign debate,
and Reagan evaded his questions. The
Reagan managers had focused the
election as a rejection of Carter, and
had their man ask, "Are you better off
now than four years ago?"

was coming in the spring. Dogma
prevailed over observation, even
when dogmatists like David Stockman saw that nothing was working as
predicted.

REAGAN PLUNGED ON with the
YET REAGAN, ONCE in office, Erogram even after its failure to work
ad worsened the prior recession
listened to the ideologues who told
him the American people had voted rather than cured it. The man who
falsely
accused Carter of giving us a
for their program - and, with his
spectacular selling skills, Reagan en- depression has now given us the genuacted as much of that program as any ine thing, with 10 percent unemploypresident is likely to get for an untried ment, hundreds of business failures
set of dogmas. Immediately, in the per week, real-income declining and
summer of 1981, Wall Street belied all productivity falling.
So, as reality begins to break in,
Reagan's predictions that renewed
confidence would start a recovery by Reagan is backing off - and the dogthat fall. In the fall, he said the upturn matists say he is betraying them,
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denying the chance for a "real" test
of their theories. They are right, in a
way. The only way to test their theories would be to dismantle the whole
actual economy and build from its
ruins the elegant theoretical models
they want. Like the Vietnam warriors, they must destroy our economy
in order to save it. But, contrary to
their fond dream, that is not what
Reagan was elected to do. Even Reagan is beginning to realize that -perhaps too late.
Garry Wills is a political columnist
for toe Universal Press Syndicate.
His latest book Is The Kennedy Imprisonment.
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Students urged to work with News
Tomorrow begins the Academic
Year of 1982-83, and the beginning
of most of your college careers.
The University will offer you many
experiences over the next four
years which will range in scope

COMMENT
by Tracy Collins

from bizarre, disheartening and
frightful, to educating, funny and
rewarding.
The bottom line is, your college
life is what you make of it.
The same can be said of the
News. This publication will be what
YOU make of it, because students
make up most of the readers - and
the interesting stories - on this
campus.
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR, the
News will reflect your life at the
University. From front to back,
four days a week, we will chronicle
the events that most affect how you
and others perceive Bowling
Green.
We at the News view our role as

keeping you informed about what
is going on around you, while keeping you abreast of the important
events going on outside the University community.
With that focus, we realize we
cannot catch all of the good news
and ignore the bad, just as we
cannot print strictly all that is bad
in the world while forsaking the.
good. We report the issues which
we feel are most important or
influential to the lives of our readers.
If you are constantly confronted
with an issue in the News, it is not
because we are trying to force-feed
you what we believe is important.
Rather, we are keeping the issue at
the forefront of public consciousness until we feel it has been sufficiently dealt with, or until it is
recognized as a legitimate problem
or issue by the general public.

exciting year many of us will experience at the University.
Obviously, there will be some
unique changes in University life
as we adjust to the semester system and its affects on revenue and
enrollment at the University.

AS IS CHARACTERISTIC of the
beginning of any new year, we are
filled with optimism and enthusiasm. Those two emotions are
justifiable, particularly with the
beginning of this year, because
1982-83 will be the most unique and

WE HAVE A NEW president
with new ideas for informing and
involving students and faculty in
governing the University. After
overcoming discontent with the
process which resulting in his appointment, Dr. Paul Olscamp
seems ready to carry out the actions he promised before taking
office. Ana the News plans to follow
him every step of the way.
The 1982-83 calendar year also
marks an important election year,
as the Ohio voters will choose a
successor to Gov. James Rhodes.
The News will bring you special
coverage, analyses and exclusive
interviews with many of the candidates before the elections, and we
will keep you informed about the
resulting policy changes within the
state government and how they
will effect the University.
With the new legal drinking age.

that the closet was not like that at the
start of the quarter and fined me! She
said that it would be no more than
seventy-five cents to get the "little
piece" required to make the door
slide. Even though the price was
minimal, I was steamed, but figured
that I was let off easy. About one
month later I received a bill in the
mail for ten dollars -"Dorm Room
Fee for Summer Quarter." I could not
believe my eyes! Nine dollars and
twenty-five cents more than I was
originally told! I absolutely refused to
pay this, and took the bill to housing
which told me to go the the girl who

checked me out of my room. I talked
to her over the phone and she denied
that she ever said anything about the
cost. She said that whoever it was who
told me the cost was trained to know
the exact price of whichever item in
the room was defective and should
never have told me that the piece
would only cost seventy-five cents. I
knew darn well that it was she who
told me the cost! She also said that
there was nothing that she could do
about it. I refused to do anything
about the bill and I later received a
notice stating that I couloViot sign up
for winter quarter classes unless this

the News will provide features
concerning how campus organizations and city businesses will deal
with the changes, and what alternatives freshmen will have in
terms of campus and city social
life.
In sports, improvement of previously-weak teams and the return
of last year's strong teams should
make this one of the most successful years for University athletics,
which in turn should make it a good
first year for Athletic Director
Jack Gregory.
But the most exciting fact to the
News is the apparent quality of the
incoming freshman class. The average ACT score for this year's
freshmen is the highest in recent
years for the University. We are
optimistic this will translate into
more caring and active students,
something the University certainly
could use.
We look forward to your input,
and hope that you will look forward
to following life at Bowling Green
in the News.
Tracv Collins Is a senior journalism major from Springfield. He Is
editor of the News.

LETTERS.
Thorough check In
prevents later 'check'

As students move into their residence halls during fall semester one
of the first forms requiring attention
is the "Room Inventory" form. This
sheet requires the students to write
down every last defect within the
room. Such defects may be that of
chipped paint, spotted carpeting,
ripped window screens, broken
chairs, etc. If every last defect is not
written on this nifty form, the student
who recently resides in that room will
receive a nice size bill in the mail for
someone else's negligence.
While attending BGSU last summer
Offering your opinion to the dis(1961) my roommate and I were care- cussion of issues that are important to
ful to write down all injuries to the you is often hard enough to accomplroom. We were sure that we had them ish in a small group of Mends, let
all, and. in fact, we did. The only fine alone trying to be heard on a campus
we would have to pay was to an injury of 16,000 students, each with their own
we would do ourselves, if any were to opinion of Import to profess. Joining
happen. At the close of summer quar- groups or organizations which share
ter, the resident adviser was in- similar interests as you Is one way to
structed by her superior to check the be beard, each member adding to the
rooms (with the form we had filled out voice of the group. But that may not
earlier) as the students checked out. I always be the answer, for your beliefs
was quite confident as she carefully may not be represented by any orgachecked everything; however, she nization available on campus.
noted that my closet swung open
The Letters section of The BG News
instead of sliding open. Being a firstSiiarter freshman, I had no idea that Is available to you to express your
was supposed to slide open. I felt ideas on subjects that are Important
rather dumb feeling that I should to you, the University and the commuhave known this fact, but to me noth- nity, ft Is truly one of the few 'Open
ing was wrong with the closet; it Forums,' with a minimum of restricworked fine. Surely, if I thought it was tive groundrules, that you'll find in
working incorrectly, I would have your search for an appropriate soapwritten it down. The adviser then
The Opinion page of The BG News Is
proceeded to write this down stating

bill was paid! I would not have
minded donating (which is what I
would have been doing) seventy-five
cents to B.C., but ten dollars is a nice
chunk out of the wallet. Maybe the
Resident Advisers should be required
to go through each room with their
own "Room Inventory" sheets and
save some of money of those students
who wind up paying for someone
else's destruction. They get paid for
their jobs and we pay quite enough to
go to school here. We don't need
unnecessary fines.
Uura Carroll

the most-sought page of the newspa- before they can be printed. To speed
per, if only tor the dally installments the process, Include vour address and
o/Doone.bury. And, though the sports a phone number where you can be
desk might disagree, it Is the most- reached during regular business
read.
hours.
Students, {acuity members and administrators ail read the Opinion
We also would like to print guest
page, and especially the Letters sec- columns dealing with Issues which we
tion, to find out what Issues are Impor- may not have given full print to.
tant to toe student population on that These should run about 500 words and
day. Lively debates nave been con- also Include vour hometown, class
ducted on this page, from the sobering standing I freshman, sophomore, etc.)
exchange on rape to the frivolous and major.
Jucstion of toe better baseball team,
)e Tigers or the Indians. Thepagels
The BG News does reserve the right
truly the 'Voice of the Students.'
to reject letters or portion of letters
This little plug Is an invitation to that are In bad taste (subjective) or
you to write to The BG News. We want malicious or llbelous (objective). All
to present your point of view. Letters submissions are subject to condensashould be typewritten, or at least tion, though this Is rarely done.
printed, triple-spaced and
Please send your opinions to: EDIFor apace considerations, TOR, THE BG NEWS, 106 UNIVERtry to limit your missive to tOO SITY HALL. Campus mall will
words. All letters must be verified deliver it free.
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Garry Wills defies easy labels Political power
at the mailbox

Labels do not become Garry Wills. azine, Harper's, Psychology Today, New Frontier and the Peace Corps
The syndicated columnist has been and Esquire. His subjects are as and all that stuff," Wills said.
called the conservative's radical and diverse as his share ot the political "They're all connected with the civil
the liberal's conservative, but he de- spectrum, including articles on Jack rights movement. It brought about
fies tidy labeling.
Ruby and Mary Tyler Moore, pornog- social change on a scale which I think
"The funny thing is a lot of the raphy and Jimmy Carter's religion.
is unparalleled in American history."
positions that I take might be considHis most controversial book prior to
His most topical work is in his
ered radical, although I take them thrice-weekly 'Outrider' column, his latest was Nixon Agonistes, an
from a very conservative general which appears in The BG News. He uncompromisingly scathing look at
outlook," Wills said.
began writing a regular syndicated Richard Nixon's political death and
Wills, who spent six years in a column in the early seventies, when resurrection. According to Wills, NixJesuit seminary, bases his brand of his concern for the lack of an anti- on's presidential victory in 1968 "was
conservatism in Christian teachings. Vietnam war voice in the ranks of the nation's concession of defeat, an
"The Gospel's concerns are the national columnists convinced him to admission that we have no politics left
ones that seem to me to be conserva- enter the field. Other controversial but the old individualism, a web of
tive in the right sense: concern for the stands which Wills has put forward in myths that have lost their magic."
poor, concern for peace, concern for his column is a call for the abolition of
During the last year of Nixon's
social harmony," he said.
the CIA and for unilateral nuclear presidency, a new paperback edition
Since his days with William F. disarmament.
of the book was being prepared for
Buckley's conservative National ReWills was born in Atlanta in 1934. He release. Wills was asked if he wanted
view in the early sixties, Wills has trained as a classicist, earning his to add anything to his manuscript, in
distanced himself from the right Ph.D from Yale. He is an adjunct light of the Watergate affair. He dewing, claiming that it is simply an professor of humanities at John Hop- clined.
"amalgam" of individualism in eco- kins University. He recently taught
nomic affairs. He is also skeptical of history and current affairs at North"IT SEEMS TO ME a fairly accuthe political system producing benefi- western University, holding the rate picture of him which was just
cial change and looks instead to Henry Luce Chair of Modern Histori- confirmed by Watergate," he said.
forces "from the principled mi- cal Studies. He is now back in Balti- "Some of the venality I didn't expect
nority."
more, Maryland, his home since 1962. during his last year or so. I didn't
think he was that big a crook. But the
WILLS IS ONE OF the hottest freeONE OF WILLS' FIRST books was other personality traits - the suspilance writers in America. Supported The Second Civil War, in which he cion, the paranoia, the narrowness by nine critically-acclaimed books. analyzed America's racial upheaval was there."
Wills' articles and commentaries are during the 1960s.
His biggest controversy has been
readily published in magazines like
"The great achievements of the 60s the analysis of John Kennedy's presitheJVew York Times Sunday Mag- are none of them connected with the dency and the Kennedy family dy-

Garry Wills
nasty in his latest book, T7ie Kennedy
Imprisonment., released earlier this
year.
"There's that incredible movie star
flamor around the Kennedys, which
ve never understood. I've never
thought they were bright or contributed anything to the culture of America except an admiration for James
Bond novels," he said.
John Kennedy's place in history is
on the decline, according to Wills.
"It's already happening. All the revisionist stuff on the cold war," he said.
His book is contributing to that downfall.
"KENNEDY REVIVED the cold
war after Eisenhower had cooled it
off," he said, "and did it under great
liberal claims.
"I think his handling of the Missile
Crisis was the most irresponsible
single human act in American history," he said. "It brought us close to
disaster, and on a non-issue."
Of all the presidents Wills has written about, he has not attempted a
book on the president he most admires, Dwight Eisenhower. "A very
good president," he said. "Very restrained in foreign policy. He's the
only one who didn t really do anything
rash.
"He was a good president because
he was not imperial in his foreign
attitudes," Wills said. "He was not an
aggrandizer of executive power at
home."

The most insidious destroyer of democratic government is non-participation. People feel strongly about issues, but say to themselves: "I am
powerless. What can I do to influence public policy?"
This attitude is not restricted to our generation. It is a natural response to
the monolithic bureaucracy that is our government. But people can make a
difference. People do have the power to influence public policy. However,
with this power there is a price to pay: 20*.
The cost of a first-class postage stamp is the only investment needed to
take an active role in the machinations or law-making. Public officials on all
levels are responsible to their constituents. Without support, public officials
soon become private individuals. But all humans have their own personal
beliefs which they follow unless otherwise directed. So it is with our elected
legislators and executives.
Representatives on the state and national level need input from their
constituents to help determine their vote on many issues. The reason they
may be voting 'wrong' on a proposed piece of legislation is because they
have no real feeling for the issue and are easily swayed by a few letters that
have asked them to vote that way.
All elected officials have staff members whose chief duty it is to read and
respond to constituents' mail. Most letters do not concern themselves with
opinions on the great issues of the day, but rather with help needed to
resolve a problem. But letters on specific issues on the legislator's agenda
are tabulated and the more lucid ones are read personally.
Letter-writing campaigns are often effective in influencing an elected
official's vote. The emphasis is on writing a letter, and not sending a simple
yes-no counter. Postcard campaigns are seldom given much weight in
determining the final position because they represent a narrow opinion on a
specific issue.
The need to write and voice an opinion is still needed today. The issues
facing college students, as well as all young people, are important, and
many threatening, to the future beyond college days. The BG News will ask
on occasion that students be heard in the offices of our elected officials. We
will ask that you participate in the governmental process, that you pay the
price of democratic government. We hope you respond.

Addresses of BGSU's Representatives
U.S. PRESIDENT
Ronald W. Raagan
1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW
Washington. DC 20500
Pnone: (202)456-1414

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
Washington:
House Office Building
Washington. DC. 20515
Phone: (202)224-3121

U.S. SENATORS
Washington
Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510
Phone: (202) 224-3121

Delbert L. Latta
280 S Main St Ftm 100
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Phone 353-8871

Howard Metzenbaum
1240 East 9th St.
Cleveland. Ohio 44199
Phone: (216) 522-7272
John H. Glenn
200 N. High St. Office 600
Columbus. Ohio 43215
Phone (614) 469-6697

STATE SENATOR
Paul E. Gillmor
Ohio Senate, State House
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Phone: (614) 466-8060
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Robert E. Brown
503 W Front St
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
Phone 874-6040

Summer greets Olscamp, war; Haig, PLO depart
On June 30 the EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT died but was not buried by its supporters. The NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN resurrected the fight for the proposed
21st amendment, not by pushing for
immediate reintroduction to ConSess, but by focusing their efforts on
e November elections of pro-feminist candidates.
Also in June, ALEXANDER HAIG
resigned as Secretary of State. The
SUMMER UPDATE self-proclaimed
"vicar" of American
by Eva Parziale
foreign policy, Haig was a staunch
ally of Europe, a friend of Israel and a
On the national level, the space supporter of a strong U.S. defense
shuttle COLUMBIA blasted off on program.
ARGENTINA sun-ended to GREAT
June 27 for its fourth and final test
flight. For the first time the Air Force BRITAIN and ended the 74-day war
used the Columbia to launch "mili- for the obscure FALKLAND/MALtary cargo," and the successful flight VINA ISLANDS which began in early
cleared the way for future voyages of April. While this war ended in the
western hemisphere, another battle
the "space truck."
About the time the shuttle was raged between ISRAEL and LEBcircling our heavenly body, a number ANON. For 11 weeks, Israel fought to
of significant events were occuring in. extradite the PLO from Lebanon and
our legal and legislative bodies. in August, President Reagan sent 800
JOHN HINCKLEY JR. was found not U.S. MARINES to intervene. This
guilty by reason of insanity in the 1981 action was part of a multi-internaassassination attempt of PRESI- tional peace-keeping force to oversee
DENT RONALD REAGAN. This rul- the evacuation of Palestinian gueriling touched off a controversy las from WEST BEIRUT.
The economy continued to experiregarding the insanity plea as a deence a number of surges and downfense in criminal proceedings.
The arrival of a new University
president, the departure of a secretary of state, the ending of one war
and the beginning of another, a high
national unemployment rate and a
low fall enrollment rate headlined the
daily news across the nation and in
Bowling Green during the "Summer
of '82."

i
a» i a?
i -t mWork on the new Physical Sciences Building, to be located behind Overman Hall,
began on July 7 and la set lor completion on November 18, 1983.

turns during the summer months.
HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT, averaging SI percent for black teenagers,
Slagued the nation for the majority of
le summer. At the end of August,
stock prices experienced an upswing
and on August 23 the DOW JONES
INDEX finished at a record high.
In Bowling Green, the University
also felt the crunch of budget cuts and
high inflation. A staff hiring freeze
continued, as did the annual increase
in student fees, up 12 percent this year
over last. In addition, enrollment for
Fall semester was estimated to be
down 1,000 students, leaving the University with about 200 empty dorm
rooms.
A bright spot came with the arrival
of DR. PAUL J. OLSCAMP, the University's eighth president. Olscamp
assumed his duties on July 1 and
immediately proposed and instituted
a number of changes. Among them: a
new organizational chart, the development of a Canadian Studies Program and the placement of the
University budget on an open shelf in
the library. In addition, DR. KARL
VOGT was named interim vice president of academic affairs, JACK GREGORY became the new athletic
director, DR. ROBERT PATTON was

Photo by Tim Apple

named acting dean of the College of
Business Administration, DR. JANICE LLOYD became director of the
Health Center and a search was institued in August for a presidential assistant.
Back in June, over 1,400 high school
seniors attended the BGSU's fifth
BUCKEYE BOY'S STATE. The conference was addressed by Ohio governor JAMES RHODES, who is in the
last months of his 16-year reign as
Ohio's chief executive. On the 27th,
41,000 fans rocked to the music of
Donny Iris, Triumph, Loverboy and
Foreigner at the TOLEDO SPEEDWAY JAM.
The elimination of Fall semester
commencement exercises was announced in early July, followed by a
recommendation from President Olscamp that ACADEMIC COUNCIL reverse their unpopular decision. At
about the same time, the University
became the first test site for Ohio's
state-wide WORKFARE program, a
training program which will eventually provide jobs for about 500 Wood
County residents currently receiving
welfare benefits.
The end of July brought talk of a
local arcade law to reduce truancy on
the junior and senior high school
levels. Talk spread to the supermarkets as the Kroger store on North
Main Street installed "talking" cash
registers at its check-out counters.
August arrived and so did football.
On the 7th, over 23,000 people saw the
DETROIT LIONS beat the CLEVELAND BROWNS 24-10 in a controlled
exhibition game. This was the first
NFL scrimmage at the University
since the NEW ORLEAN SAINTS
stopped holding summer practices
here in 1969.
Public transportation, in the form
of a taxi, also arrived in Bowling
Green this summer.
THE LINK received a $1,300 grant
to establish a rape crisis program for
Wood County victims ana their families. Establishing a world record was
the goal of ANDERSON HALL residents when they constructed a 1.657
mile long paper chain with 3,200
sheets of colored paper.
And on August 18 a new state law,
raising the drinking age to 19, went
into effect. The law eliminates the
sale of 3.2 beer and on October I will
allow 19- and 20-year-olds to purchase
6 percent beer.
On the lighter side, "sex for sale"
finally hit the newsstands at area
bookstores this summer. Three enterprising students produced the first
''MEN OF BG" CALENDAR, featuring 13 male bodies clad in everything
from swimsuits to tuxedos to running
shorts and skintight ski pants. At

Two apartment buildings at 824 Frazee Ave., which were damaged In a plane
crash last May, were rebuilt thla summer by owners Mauer-Green Rentals. The
coat to rebuild the eight-unit and four-unit dwellings was $250,000, according to
Robert Mauer, owner of the buildings.

85.95, the entrepreneurs hoped to
quickly sell out their first printing of
2.500 copies.
A number of changes took place
throughout the summer, including the
start of construction on the new
PHYSICAL SCIENCES BUILDING,
the reconstruction of FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS and continued
proposals concerning a new CITY
SAFETY BUILDING.
The "Summer of '82" ended with

commencement exercises for the
largest summer graduating class at
the University. Over 1,100 students
completed their college careers on
August 21, including approximately
650 undergraduates and 470 graduate
students.
Eva Pmnimle is a senior journalism
major from Euclid. She la mamaglng
editor of the News and was editor of
the summer BG News.
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Parking rules affect everyone
9 p.m. Monday through Friday.
"Visitors can park in one of the six
spaces reserved for police and parkIf you are not planning to keep your ing service business while obtaining
car on campus this year, you proba- their permits," Yarnell said. The
bly tossed out any parking informa- spaces are located in lot 'G' across
from Parking Services.
tion you received In the mail.
Students may also obtain permits
You should be aware, however, for their visitors in advance if they
that Parking Service's rules and regu- know the car's license number, make
lations can still affect you.
and model.
Any student, regardless of class
"Some students don't realize that rank, is allowed to have a car on
campus,
provided the vehicle is regisall cars brought on campus must be
registered, including those of visi- tered with Parking Services. Failure
tors," Jean Yarnell, associate direc- to register an automobile results in a
$25 fine.
tor of Parking Services, said.
TO REGISTER, students must fill
VISITORS CAN OBTAIN a tempo- out a form which includes three basic
rary parking permit free of charge at items: social security number; liParking Services, located at 104 cense plate number; make and model
North Commons, between 7 a.m. and of the vehicle. The $25 registration fee
by Karen Kelly
suff reporter

will be billed to the student's account.
This fee entitles a student to park in
one of the areas designated for his or
her classification. Student classifications are either on-campus or commuter.

suggests that every student pick up a
copy of the 1982 parking map. The
map lists all the rules regarding visitor as well as student parking, ft also
has a color keyed map showing the
parking classification of each lot.

'Temporary student registration is
available for $2 per week. The fee will
be billed to the student's account at
the end of the semester.

IN ADDITION, the map lists the
various parking violations and their
fines. Registration infractions result
in a $25 fine. People who receive this
fine should contact Parking Services
immediately, Yarnell said.

"If a student is going have their car
on campus frequently, it is probably
cheaper for that person to register
their car for the whole year," Yamell
said.
According to Yarnell, the $25 registration fee is all the student will have
to pay, provided they obey the parking* rules and regulations.
To keep up with the rules, Yarnell

The Green Sheet will be published with the
BG News on every other Friday. Watch for it on Sept. 3.

Welcome Students

DELIVERY
STARTS 4:30 PM
7 DAYS-AWEEK

OFF
75'C
Medium
Medi
1 Item
It«
PIZ;
PIZZA
BOWLING GREEN
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The University's Undergraduate
Student Government has been
through periods of ups and downs.
However, newly-elected president
Everett Gallagher said he is hoping
the group will be successful in
getting students to participate in
the government's activities this
year.
"It's a great opportunity to get
involved, Gallagher said. "For
people who were involved in their
high school student governments,
USG is an excellent way to continue."
USG's president said the group
is trying to expand and they need
a lot of people to get involved."

Parking violation fees cost between
$1 and $10. They cover a variety of
areas ranging from parking in an
improper lot to parking at an expired
meter.

MARK DOLAN, the new vice
president, said, "USG can help
students and really do some good
for people." It is important for
incoming freshman to get involved
in something, not just USG, but
other organizations as well, he
added.
Traditionally, the role of student
government has been to act as a
liaison between the students and
the administration. The president
of the group is the official student
representative to the University
Board of Trustees, which makes all
the decisions concerning the University.
When University aclministrators
need to learn the opinions of the
students, the student government
office is the place they call to get
that information. Thus, it is very
important for the government to
keep open lines of communication
with the students.
In the past, this has been the

The highest single fine is $50 for
forging a temporary permit or using a
parking decal belonging to someone
else. Violations can be given in combinations as well as individually.

Tickets can be appealed with Parking Services within 21 days after
issuance of the violation.
Yarnell suggested that students
who want to avoid being ticketed
should contact Parking Services at
372-2776, with questions. She also
stressed that the time for students to
ask questions is before they receive a
ticket.

PIZZA -SUBS -WINE
■BEER -SALADS-LIQUOR
FREE DELIVERY

*

by Becky Bracht
staff reporter

STUDENTS WHO RECEIVE fines
may pay them at the bursar's office,
while visitors pay their fines by enclosing the amount in the ticket envelope and dropping it in one of the
courtesy boxes in the metered lots.

WU^\Pizza Pub

»$1.50 OFF | $1.00 OFF" !
Large
J !
{ X-Large i {
2 Item ! J 2 Item
PIZZA ! [ PIZZA i!
1

USG urges involvement

C3!

THE MAJOR WAY the government stays in contact with the
students is through the district, offcampus and at-large representatives - who are elected by the
student body - and the organizational representatives, who are
Sicked by their various organizaons.
The campus is divided into five
districts and one representative is
elected from each. There are five
off-campus representatives, as
well as 10 at-large representaives
who, in effect, represent the whole
University. Ten of the University's
organizations have seats in the
government.
To run for office, a candidate
must get a form from the USG
office, complete it and present a
petition signed by 25 students.
These applications will be available at the beginning of the semester and elections are tentatively
scheduled for September 21 and 22.
DOLAN SUGGESTED THAT
any students interested in running
should attend USG's first meeting,
which is scheduled for Wednesday,
September 1 at 7:30 p.m. in the
General Assembly Room of McFall
Center.
Student government is also responsible for assigning students to
different University committees.
There is a committee in almost
every area of the University, and
all an interested student need do is
to fill out an application in the
government office.
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major complaint of the group. Gallagher and Dolan, however, both
stressed in their campaign that
improving these lines of communication is their main goal.
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City government welcomes student participation
by Becky Bracht
staff reporter

In a student's four years at the
University, the city of Bowling Green
becomes borne. Because of this, it is
important for students to know about,
understand and participate in its city
government.
Bowling Green's mayorial position
is part-time. Mayor Alvin Perkins, a
plumber by trade, is responsible for

all the hiring, firing and disciplinary
action to city employees. He also
appoints citizens to serve on the various city commissions and boards.
However, because his position is
part-time, the mayor must rely heavily on the city's department heads to
help him make these important decisions, Assistant Municipal Administrator Colleen Smith, said.
THE MUNICIPAL administrator,
Wesley Hoffman, is appointed by the

mayor with the approval of City Council. He is in charge of running the city
on a daily basis and his job is fulltime.
Hoffman said the city considers
students as members of the community while they are here.
"We like to welcome them to our
community," he said, adding that
students are considered to be adults
and are asked to behave as responsible citizens.

Trustees approve policies
by Ina Wilton
ataff reporter

The University Board of
Trustees is responsible for
approving actions taken by
the Academic Council and
the Faculty Senate. These
decisions range from approving student fees to
granting honorary degrees.
Appointed by the governor, the trustees serve
nine-year terms. The ninemember board meets
monthly and receives no
compensation for their
services, except for travel
expenses.
Frazier Reams Jr., who
is the board president, was
elected to that position on
May 8, 1981. Reams also
serves as ex officio for the
Trustee Facilities Committee. A Toledo resident, he
is an associate with the law

firm of Neipp, Don-ell & term and was re-appointed
Wingert and president and to a full term in 1975. He is
general counsel of the Sresently chairman of the
rustee Finance CommitReams Broadcasting Corporation in Toledo. His tee. The Milford Center
resident is now with the
term expires in 1983.
THE BOARD'S vice law firm of Baker and Hospresident is Robert Lud- tetler in Columbus. His
wie. He also serves as ex term expires in 1984.
officio for the Trustee FiAlbert Dyckes served as
nance Committee. The
Marion resident is cur- board president from 1979rently chairman and chief 81, ana is currently the
executive officer of L-K chairman of the Trustee
Restaurants and Motels, Facilities Committee for
Inc., headquartered in 1982-83. He is a Columbus
Marion, Ohio. His term resident and is vice president for government relaexpires in 1987.
Charles Shanklin was tions for the Ohio Hospital
appointed to the board in Association. His term ex1969 to fill an unexpired pires in 1985.
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AU the area west of South Main
Street and south of West Wooster
Street is the third ward, represented
by council president Bruce Bellard.
The fourth ward includes the part
of the city west of North Main Street
and north of West Wooster Street and
is represented by Patricia McGinnis.
The three at-large council members are John Quinn, Wendell Jones
and Joyce Kepke.

see TRUSTEES page 7
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CTTY COUNCIL MEETINGS are
held on the first and third Mondays of
each month at 8 p.m. in Council
Chambers. If the first or third Monday is a legal holiday, the meeting
will be held the following Tuesday.
Seven councUpersons make up the
city's council. Three are at-large representatives and the other four represent a particular ward.
The University falls into the first
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ward, which is represented by Geraldine Jensen. The first ward also
includes all the area east of Main
Street, north of Lehman Avenue and
Fourth Street, west of South College
Drive and north of East Wooster
Street.
The second ward is represented by
Patrick Ng and includes the area east
of South Main Street, south of Lehman
Avenue and Fourth Street, east of
South College Drive and south of East
Wooster Street.
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STUDENTS WHO ARE interested
in becoming involved in the city have
the opportunity to sit on one of the
many committees or boards. By law,
the city is required to have a student
serving on the housing commission
and the bicycle safety commission,
Smith said.
"The mayor appoints citizens who
have expressed an interest and who
have some knowledge or expertise in
a particular area," she added.

If a student is having a problem
with a particular area of the city but
is not sure who to contact, they may
call the Municipal Administrator's
office, at 352-3541, ext. 230, for assistance.
The city's Administrative Services
Building is located at 304 N. Church
St., behind the Senior Citizen's Center. This is where the city offices are
located and City Council, as well as
several of the Boards and Commissions hold their meetings here.

MELVIN MURRAY, a
Fostoria resident, was appointed to the board in 1980.
He was recently appointed
to the board of directors of
the BGSU Foundation, Inc.
He is also president of the
Seneca Radio Corporation
and vice president of the
Wood Television Corpora-
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The only trustee residing in Bowling Green is M.
Shad Hanna, a partner in
the law firm of Hanna and
Hanna. He was appointed
as a replacement for Ashel
Bryan in 1976 and later reappointed to a full term in

Smith said, "Ninety-nine percent of
the time we find students very helpful." Students provide some services
to the city that its residents would not
have if the University were not here,
she said.
Many University groups conduct
service projects such as litter pickup,
tree planting and big brother or sister
day, she said, adding that many students also volunteer their time to
tutor elementary school children.
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FIRST ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Wednesday, September 8

Assembly Room, McFatt Center
7p.m.
Next Meeting:
Mon., Sept. 13 7 p.m.
Assembly Room

GET INVOLVED!
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at the "Biggest Little Store For "HER" Neor Campus"
YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR:

Sweaters • Blazers • Blouses • Shirts • Skirts
Slacks • Jeans • Lingerie • Sleepwear • Jewelry
Dance Wear • Bags • Belts • Scarves • Hats
Hosiery • Misc. Sundry Items

3ke 5W<* &uff
525 Ridge St. 352-6225
1 block West of Mac West

OPEN: Toes. Til ?:00 p.m.

£[UMJ!JMMMJM&MMMa&M^

RSE Y REX ALL
DRUG STORE

11%
o

YOUR REXALL
HEADQUARTERS, IN B.G.
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Bring Us Your Proscriptions From Homo

500 E. Wooster
"By The Tracks"
Stop In & Browso Around
Hours:
Sun 11:30-5
Mon-Fri 9-9
Sat 9-6

We've expanded our
greeting card selection

3 Pharmacists To Serve You
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shop today 12-5 p.m. monday 9:45-9 p.m.

"welcome
back
//

What better way to say "glad you're back" than with
2-day savings on the fashions you need for back-to-school.''

Knowing rules
can help ease
scheduling pain
by Ina Wilson
staff reporter

As a first semester
freshman, you have yet to
experience the unpleasantries of receiving a partial
schedule.
Consider yourself lucky,
because each semester
about 35 percent of the
student population receive
partial schedules, Judi
Roller, director of registration, said.
Receiving a partial
means a student is only
registered for part of their
initial schedule.
Students who receive
partial schedules must go
through the drop/add line
in the Grand Ballroom of
the University Union to fill
out an alternate schedule.
SINCE THE majority of
students come the first and
second days of open registration, Roller suggests
students get an appointment to avoid waiting in
long lines.
Tentative appointment
times are listed on partial
schedule printouts which
students receive in their
campus mailboxes. If you
want an earlier appointment, you can visit the
appointment table, located
outside of the Grand Ballroom, she added.
If a class is closed, a
student can obtain a
closed-course card. This

Sasson denim and corduroy
jeans. Left, 8-wale cotton corduroy
in grey or beige Sizes 5-13
Ong 39 00, now 31.20
Right, cotton denim leans Back
pocket treatment Sizes 5-13
Ong 29 00. now 23.20
Juniors (0133/224)

save
25%-30%
Westport sportswear
Fire Islander woven and knit
coordinates. Jackets, pants, skirts
and blouses Polyester solids and
prints. 8-18 Reg. 25.00-44 00,
sale 18.75-33.00
Rust "City Classic" coordinates
Deeptone blazers, pants, skirts and

ALL SCHEDULE
changes are free of charge
until the first day of
classes, August 30, she
said. After that, every
scheduling transaction
costs $5.
"This (5 fee encourages
students to make their
changes earlier," Roller
said.
The last day to add a
class or change your grading option (graded or S/U)
is September 3. The last
day to drop a class is September 17.
The last day to withdraw
from a class with a passing
grade is October 29. This
option allows a student to
withdraw from the class
without affecting their permanent record.
To avoid the drop/add
lines, Roller suggests students turn in their schedule
requests early. She also
said students' chances of
receiving a partial schedule will be reduced if they
fill out an alternate course
selection.

save
20%-25%
Young Collector sportswear

save
20%
Junior jeans and shirts
JRS yarn-dyed plaid shirts.
Match-all plaids with solid interlacing on collar and tie Cotton/polyester m a group of plaids: blues,
reds, greens and browns. At this
price, pick several! Sizs 5-13
Ong. 16.00. 2/18.40 or 9.60 ea.

request, granted through
the permission of the individual departments, allows the student to register
for the closed class.
If a student has a closedcourse card, they do not
need to make an appointment. There is a special
line for this purpose, located outside the Grand
Ballroom, Roller said.

blouses Woven polyester. Reg.
18.00-40 oo. tale 13.50-30.00
Captions corduroy separates.
16-wale cotton corduroy. Lined
blazer, vest, skirts, trousers Reg
18.00-50.00. sale 13.50-37.50
Weapon (0162'IW)

20% off Young Collector Jeans.
Calvin Klein, Sasson, Brittania. Lee.
Zena, Che and more famous
makers 5-pocket basics, baggies
and trouser styles Sizes 4-16
Reg 1800-3500. 14.40-28.00
Young Collector (D661/667/662)

25% off woven shirts. Polyester/
cotton plaids, stripes, basic and
novelty styles Sizes 6-14 Reg
20 00-26 00. sale 16.00-20.80
20% off sweaters. Crew neck
Shetland-look and novelty styles in
solid colors S-M-L-L Plus.

save 25%

Young Men's Levfs® jeans
100% cotton denim jeans.
Choose from two styles 28-38
Boot cut Reg. 20.00. sale 15.00
Straight leg, Reg. 20.00, 15.00

Polyester/cotton corduroy.
Beige, brown, grey, navy, sand,
light blue and more. 28-38 waist.
Boot cut Reg 20.00, sale 15.00
Straight leg. Reg. 20.00, 15.00
Young Men's (D483)

macys

fllCC J/TWtuKvBlhtafliciis.NIKE
%*a*#i# «^*a I• Cortez? .in.t Ik-nonta Cortez*
are always in the ad.
They're NIKE'S classic running shoe. Special features
include heel flares, long- wearing herringbone soles and
cool Spenco* soddiners. And you can choose 1
from quality leather or nylon uppers
NIKE Cortez: in a cuss by themselves.

OPEN MON. 6 FRI.

9:00 - 9:00
TOES., THUR8. & 8AT.
9:00 - 5:30

145 N. MAIN
DOWNTOWN BG
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Ripoff:
Security awareness discourages crime
by Karen Kelly
staff reporter

You have just moved
Into your home away from
home. You have brought
your stereo, your bicycle
and all your other worldly
possessions.
If you want to keep your
possessions protected, William Bess, director of
Campus Safety and Security, suggests that you bec o m e ''security
conscious."
"Being security conscious," Bess said, "involves taking away the
opportunity for a crime.'
Even the most honest person can be tempted to steal
if given the opportunity."
SOME BASIC measures
to help reduce the opportunity for a crime are: locking your dorm room,
locking your bicycle, and
securing personal items
when in public places.
"You should treat your
dorm room like your apartment," Bess said. "You
wouldn't just leave your
house unlocked with all
your valuables inside. It
only takes a second for
someone to walk into your
room and walk away with
your possessions."
Another way students
can reduce the possibility
of theft is to participate in
"operation I.D."
''Students should mark
all of their property with

Trustees

. . . from Page 5

Ann Russell, appointed
in 1980, is serving in place
of former trustee John Lipaj of Brecksville, who resigned. She currently
serves on the Firelands
College Board Liaison.
William Spengler, Jr.
was appointed in 1979. He
has held many positions at
Owens-Illinois, Inc., and is

their social security number by using an electric
marker," Bess said.
Locking your bicycle
properly is also an important step in reducing theft.
Bicycle thefts are Campus
Safety and Security's biggest problem, Bess said.
"STUDENTS SHOULD
secure their bicycles properly, the wheels as well as
the frame, to the bicycle
racks, not to trees or to
signs," he added.
Registering bicycles
with Parking Services is
also helpful in reducing
crime, Bess said.
Securing personal items
such as meal coupons, wallets, purses and books is
another precaution you
can take to help discourage
thefts, Bess said.
"Never leave your
books unattended when
you go to the restroom,'' he
said. Also, do not leave
your meal coupons on your

tray.

Bess also suggested students only pick up one coupon book at a time and that
they do not take the whole
book with them for each
meal.
PROTECTION OF property is only one part of
security. Bess said he expects a certain standard of
behavior from everyone.
Part of his standard of
behavior is following the
University and city regulations, especially those regarding alcoholic
now president and chief
operating officer of the
firm's domestic operations.
The newest member of
the board is J. Warren Hall
who was appointed by Governor Rhodes in 1981. The
Westlake resident is vice
president and chairman
for the Investment Policy
Committee of the National
City Bank of Cleveland.

call Campus Safety and
Security in these areas and
they will respond to the
call and also refer the case
to the city police.
When calling to report
crimes you should: identify the problem; give the
location; give the location
where you can be reached;
and give any details you
can remember.
To report thefts, you
should identify the problem, give your name, address and phone number,
and describe the stolen
item.
"Report any suspicious
looking activities, even if
they turn out to be legitimate. It is better to know
what is going on," Bess
said.
For further information
on University and city regulations and tips on crime
prevention, Bess suggested students read the
University code of student
conduct and the booklet
"Bowling Green Is Your
Town, Too."

beverages.

"No student is permitted to have an open
container of alcohol in a
Bublic place, including the
'Diversity grounds." Bess
said. Students picked up
for this violation face a
court appearance as well
as a fine.
"We're humanistic in
our approach, but we won't
tolerate abuses against
other people or property,"
Bess said.
Campus Safety & Security is a full-fledged police
department, cm-duty 24
hours a day, with law enforcement abilities as well
as security functions.
"WE HAVE ORIGINAL
jurisdiction for all areas
surrounded by University
Eroperty," Bess said. "We
ave concurrent jurisdiction with Bowling Green
City Police on Ridge St.
from Thurstin to Mercer
from Wooster to Poe, on
Merry from Thurstin to
Mercer."
Bess said students can

House Plants
Silk Flowers
Wicker
Ribbon
Candles
Silk Foilage Plants
Dried Plants'
Macreme
Soil
Fertilizer, Insecticides
Plant Books
Pottery for Planting

The greenery"

The
gfreeneiy*
237 N. Prospect

352-2794'

1570 Wooster
across from
BGSU Stadium

...Burger King Cordially invites
you 'Out For Lunch' Buy One
Whopper and Get One FREE

I
Coupon Needed

1

I

Expires 9/30/82

PMcrerfc- Gkdieax AND
IHiaHjaufj'fiSuieeuB...
invite you to visit their showrooms now open and featuring the very
finest selection of traditional clothing and sportswear for men and women

APPLIANCE STOKES
1. Lahey Electronics

DRUG STORES
10. Centre Drug Store

OFFICE SUPPLIES
18. Tom Erlksen'i Office Supply

BANKS
2. Huntington National Bank
3. Mid-American National Bank

DRV CLEANERS
11. Rotalez Dry Cleaners

PET STORES
19. Dovey Jones Locker

BUTCHER SHOPS
4. Belleville Morket
ClOTHWC STORES
5. Uhlmons ( The lobby
6. Rhyme* N Reasons
7. Pfitterer-Glodieu«
Hit Lady's T weedi
Of •ARTMINT STORES
8. Mocy't

HARDWARE STORES
12. Whitman Hardware
INSURANCE AGENCIES
13. Huber. Harger. Welt S Smith
14. Bartlett Insurance Agency
15. Stote Farm Insurance
JEWELRY STORES
16. Klevers Jewelry Store
NITE ClUBS
17. Howard's. Inc.

RECORD STORES
20. Finders Records t Tapes
SHOE STORES
21. Wilson's Shoe Store
TIRE SALES
22. Tom's Tire ( Auto Services
VARIETY STORES
23. Ben Franklin
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CAMPUS LIFE

Life

at its fullest
living life to its fullest is what the experience of college
is all about. "Living life" is a term open to personal
interpretations. Whether "life" for you is participating in
the ROTC-IFC "water wars" (below), practicing martial
arts (bottom), pursuing your intellect (below left), or
simply enjoying a good rock concert (left), the University
offers an outlet for your energies.

BG Mews photo/Dale Omorl

BG Mews photo/Ron Hagler
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Study habits aid grades
by Mike Towle
Haff reporter
Studying is not what it
used to be. One thing freshmen learn their first few
weeks in college is that
studying for a college
course lakes a lot more
effort than high school required.
Across the country, 40
percent of all entering
freshmen will drop out of
college prior to their Junior
Bear, according to Carla
oke, director of the University's Center for Learning Development. Hoke
said this can be attributed
primarily to poor study
skills.
Freshmen at the University find themselves in an
atmosphere that is different from anywhere else.

From fraternity-sorority
rush, to the morning rush
to the showers, things will
be different. Freshmen
have to learn to organize
their time, Dr. Roman
Carek, director of the University's Center for Counseling and Career
Development, said.

Taylor said. "Human beings are routine-oriented.
We become habitualized
very easily."
Students do not have to
be their own slave drivers
if they manage their time
so their activities will fit
around studying. Carek
said. Studying the right
way is just as important as
the subject itself, he
added.
"Some have to learn
how to approach a book,"
Carek said. "A lot of students equate reading a
chapter with studying; this
is not always correct"

ORGANIZING TIME effectively is the most important part of college life,
Jack Taylor, assistant
vice-provost of Educational Development, said.
Taylor recommended students set priorities in their
time schedules. When
making a daily activity
schedule, classes come
first, and studying has to
be second, followed by
work in whatever else the
student likes to do, he explained.
"If you get yourself into
a routine, you'll find college a whole lot easier,"

HOKE SAID, "The
worst way to start (a book)
is to start on page one and
read. The SQ3R formula
for study is a method we
use here to teach a student
how to study through a
book and really learn
something."
The SQ3R method is a

study technique that integrates S basic components
of study into one formula.
"S" stands for survey.
Go through a book and look
it over carefully, Hoke
said, and think up some
questions in your head relating to the sub-topics in
the book.
"Q" is for questioning.
You are going to get more
out of something if you are
reading it for a purpose,
and trying to find the answer to a question you
have is the best way,
according to Hoke.
THE "THREE Rs"
symbolize reading, reciting and reviewing. When
reading, you should try to
develop some type of general idea about what you
are reading and then develop facts to support those
ideas, Hoke said. Recite
the answers to the questions raised in the questioning section, she said.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 HIGH ST.-RENTAL OFFICE

PHONE 352-9378
9:00-4:30
tor all

ythin,..

Sit Ew WOMMT
Bowllna Gtr.ii. Ohio 43402
PboM(41«)3S2-7444

APARTMENT COMPLEXES
Haven House
Piedmont Apts - 8th & High St.
Birchwood Place ■ 650 Sixth St.
Maple Grove -818 Seventh St.
Small Bldgs. • between 6th & 7th St.
FEATURES
2 Bedroom - Furnished
Gas Heat & Air Conditioning
Laundry Area in Each Bldg.
Tenants Pay Electric Only
Lots of Closet Space
Ample Parking

Pizza inn

Free Pizza
FREE PIZZA.
Buy any pizza and get the next smaller
same ityie pizza with equal number of
toppings. FREE. Present this coupon
with guest check. Not valid with any
other offw
Expiration: 9-12-82 BG

■■MM

Pizza inn

For
>r pUza out h"» Pizza Inn.

I
I
|
■

$S.M or $2.M off.

mm

'Ml RESIDENTS ARE GRANTED THE PRIVILEGE OF A MEMBERSHIP
TO THE CHERRY WOOD HEAL TH SPA 835 HIGH ST

A8E ToU B<

!

I
I
I
I

Pizza inn

For pizza out Ifs Pizza Inn"

1616 East Wooster Street
352-4657

WE'RE A WINESHOP AND DELI!
WE CAN SERVE ALL YOUR PARTY AND CONVENIENCE NEEDS, PROVIDING A WIDE SELECTION
OF SNACKS, DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN BEERS AS WELL AS OVER 600 WINES FROM ALL OVER
THE WORLD! OUR DELI OFFERS A VARIETY OF COLD MEATS AND CHEESES PLUS HOMEMADE
SOUP AND SUBS FOR CARRYOUT. WE ARE PROUD TO OFFER FRESH BREADS, BROWNIES AND
COOKIES BAKED RIGHT IN OUR OWN KITCHEN USING THE FINEST INGREDIENTS AND NO

BRING THIS AD...

AND GET 2 FOR 1 ON
BROWNIES, CHOCOLATE
CHIP COOKIES OR CHINESE
SUGAR COOKIES. LIMIT
1 DOZEN PER CUSTOMER
lo/frr expires 9-1S-82)

PRESERVATIVES.

f IW

I b* •v3
E. WOOSTM AT STATE ST.

LEVI'S- AND MR. J, PAIRED FOR ACTION
Pure cotton, comfort-styled for casual/active
wear...In our Mr. J Shop for young men.
Levi's® Shirt, reinforced at stress points
for durability. Bright royal, kelly, red
or gold heavyweight jersey knit,
white twill collar. Sizes S-M-L, $22.
Levi's® Cords in brown, navy,
sand or grey. 28-36, 17.50

Jacobsoris

HOURS
Mon.- Fri. 9 am - Mid.
Sat.- 10 am - Mid.

353-5731

f Back - to - School
Specials
VALUABLE MONEY-SAVING COUPON

10% OFF any of
Fiesta's Hair Care Services
coupon good for entire family
one coupon per visit
coupon good thru 9/11/82
1^^^ HAI^fASMlONS

Open Thursdays and Fridays til 9:00 p.m.
Franklin Park. Toledo

"WE HAVE prepared
several instructional fliers
for students to use," he
said. In addition, "We have
a self-guided walking tour
that they can get at the
reference desk on the first
floor," Burlingame said.
"The library also has two
different video tapes available to instruct students on
library use."
Seeking help with an educational problem is something a student should
never be afraid to do, Hoke
said. The Writing Lab,
Reading Center and Counseling and Career Development Center are
available for students to
use, she said.
"No matter how well a*
person reads, he can always read better," Hoke
said, "and no matter how
well you study you can
always study better."

Health Spa

'"I

Get $3.00 off « large or $2.00 off a
medium size pizza, any style and as
many toppings as you want. Prtasnt
this coupon with guest check. Not
valid with any other offer.
Expiration: 9-12-82 BG

OTHER RENTALS
Houses
Efficiences
1 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished

Finally, review the area
the least well-used, but
probably the most important. Review the lesson you
just studied and one or two
before that, Hoke added.
Hoke also said students
should test themselves, so
"the first time they are
tested isn't when it counts
the most."
One other aspect of
study is using the library.
According to Dwight Burlingame, dean of the University Library, he and his
staff have a way to help
students use the facility
correctly and with better
results.

YOU NEVER NEED AN APPOINTMENTJUST WALK IN
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BG city of theaters, shops
located at 338 S. Main St.
and is open all year for
indoor skating.
Two Bowling Alleys, AlMar Lanes, 1010 N. Main
St., and Varsity Lanes,
1033 S. Main St., provide
another source of recreation to students.
Located next to Varsity
Lanes is the Putt Putt Golf
Course. The management
of this miniature course
said with weather permitting, it hopes to stay open
through October.
Those who enjoy browsing through interesting
shops have several to pick
from in the city.
Novelties abound in
Simple Pleasures, 325 E.
Wooster St. Wicker items
are the most prominent in
the store. Cards, pillows
and pictures, as well as
many other knick-knacks
can also be purchased.
ANOTHER SHOP with
some unusual items is The
Source. A wide assortment
of cards, stationery, jewelry, records and posters
can be seen here at 522 E.
Wooster.
The Pet Emporium, 1011
S. Main, is the place to go if
you like fish. All types of
fish, both salt and fresh
water, are available. The

by Becky Bracht
staff reporter

Although this year's
freshman class may not be
able to get into Bowling
Green's bars, there are
other places in which to
socialize and have a good
time.
Three indoor movie theaters are within walking or
biking distance of the University, and one outdoor
theater is located just outside Bowling Green.
The Cla-zel Theatre, 129
N. Main St., shows secondrun movies for $1 per seat.
The Stadium Cinemas, located in the Stadium
Plaza, show first run movies and admission is more
expensive. However, every
Thursday night is college
night and admission is $1
with a college ID. The Portage Drive-In is located
two miles south of Bowling
Green on Route 25.

BG News photo/Jerry Cattaneo
Kathy Martin, a Junior Interior design major, looks through
the many decorative Items available at Simple Pleasures, located at 325 E. Woster St.

Welcome freshman from
the BG News Staff

Wf Special Order
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KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY
OPEN 24 HOURS
709 SOUTH MAIN

CIIRISTIAS BOOKSTORE

131 S. Main
Bowling Creen.Ohio 43402

Bowling Green City
Park is located on Conneaut Avenue and has picnic facilities, as well as
tennis and basketball
courts and a baseball field.
Picnic shelters may be reserved in advance for
large groups.

single, double, & triple load washers
hot, soft water
15 dryers, 250 for 15 minutes
video games, snack machines
convenient location
pleasant clean atmosphere
& helpful attendants

BOOKS—BIBLES-MUSIC
GIFTS—CA RDS- POSTERS

H^

Three video arcades are
also located in Bowling

Green. The Gameroom
and Skil Zone are both located on North Main
Street, while Arcade City
is in the Stadium Plaza. If
a college ID is presented at
the Skil Zone, the cardholder will receive eight
tokens for $1.

KEEP IT CLEAN

WELCOME BACK
BGSU STUDENTS

¥

FOR THOSE who like to
roller skate, there are two
options available. Outdoor
skates can be rented at
DJ's, 115 W. Merry St., or
the Campus Bike Shop,
next to T.O.'s Campus Corner on East Wooster
Street. Pines Roller Rink is

store also has snakes and
lizards. One unusual attraction is the goat they
use to keep the lawn
mowed, John Hutton, a
store employee, said.

Photo (4191 352-3709

HERE TO SERVE JESUS & YOU
HounLMgn-Jri lfaro-5pin&SRt 10am-4pm
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Fresh Made 12-Inch Cheese or Pepperoni |
r

TER
Prices & Items Effective at Bowling Green
Kroger Store Only! Aug. 30 thru Sept. 6, 1982!

DELI-PIZZA

ADVERTISE!) ITEM ROLfCY Each r* mass ad»e*l>ied item, Is recurred W t>e raadllf •veilabl* to*
•tie to eech Kramer store. aicept is seecrttceM* »««•* '«tttte ed If we do run ovf of in eo.e-ti.ed
Item, we wlH offer yew yew choice of ■ comparable Me«» often available, reflecting the seme »■ •
toga t>r ■ ralncheck .hich will entitle ,<*» lo purchase the advertised Mem si the advertised pries
within JO days LMtMT OM MANUFACTURER S COUPON PER ITEM PURCHASED COPYRIGHT
1M2 TH€ KROQER CO QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED NONE SOLD TO DEALERS.

W

Raguiar or Marcalla

c\ms

CAIN'S
POTATO CHIP!

L^-sS*^

BOWLING GREEN

Subject to Applicable Tax & Deposit
Mt. Dew or Assorted Varieties
Country Club
(Assorted Vanstissi

For

Half Gallon
ICE CREAM

In the Kroger Garden!

*«*
POTATO CHIPS

ICEBERG
LETTUCE

\"-i

Limit 2
Cartons,
Please!

.Head

^.v-

^//-7w
f 0 ^JM-***""" rNU*>/jrXJKC r/\IX

c.

Assorted Varieties
9-oz. Bag

Assorted Varieties
3-Inch Pot

Medium Size
2-lb. Bag

Assorted Varieties
8-oz. Carton

FOLIAGE
PLAN?

YELLOW
ONIONS

YUBI
YOGURT

BUY ONE AT
REGULAR PRICE,
GET ONE, FREE!

WHEN YOU BUY
ONE 5-LB. BAG OF
WHITE POTATOES!

BUY ONE AT
REGULAR PRICE,
GET ONE, FREE!

BUY ONE AT
REGULAR PRICE,
GET ONE, FREE!

Limit 1 Fraa Plant, Please!

Limit 1 Free Package, Please!

Limit 1 Free Package, Please!

Limit 1 Free Package, Please!

w ■■

Kroger
Mb. Loaf

Coi intry Club (Ass't. Varieties)
2.5-oz. Package

Assorted Varieties
Each

CHIPPED
MEATS

PEPSODENT
Toothbrush

BUY ONE AT
REGULAR PRICE,
GET ONE, FREE!

B UY TWO PACKAGES
I IT REGULAR PRICE,
G ET ONE PKG., FREE!

BUY ONE AT
REGULAR PRICE,
GET ONE, FREE!

Limit 1 Free Package, Please)

Lin ill 1 Free Package, Please!

Limit 1 Free Package, Please!

Country Oven CRACKED
PRETZELS WheotBreod
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OjangssJnJiigh-plflces affect University.

We/come
Students
Value!
Corduroy
Blazers

29.99
favorite. . good qualily
corduroy in pretty foil colors.
So nicely detailed you would
expect to pay much more.
Sizes 5)3.

French Canvas

Dress Pants

19.99

Regular $27-$28

Three important styles . . .
Single pleat, double pleat
or smooth front. All with
pockets, belts. An array
of fall colors. 5-13.

Button-down Collar

Woven Shirts

10.99

Olscamp rearranges administrative staff
On July 1, Dr. Paul Olacamp assumed the office of
the presidency at the University. While that date
marked the restoration of
stability to that office, it
also marked the beginning
of a major shakeup in the
structure of the University's administration.
True to his reputation,
Olscamp was in action
even prior to taking office.
As a member of the search
committee for the College
of Arts and Sciences, Olscamp offered the dean's
position to Dr. Kendall
Baker of the University of
Wyoming, who took office
August 1.
Olscamp also filled two
other positions, naming
Jack Gregory, former associate athletic director of
Yale University, as director of Intercollegiate Athletics, and Dr. Karl Vogt,

JiSS

Regular $16

Plaids! Plaids! More Plaids
And some Stripes! Great
color combinations ond a
great price. Sizes 5-IS.

far alsaett everything...
of

dean of the College of Business Administration, as interim vice president of
Academic Affairs and University provost.
AFTER A SEARCH for
a dean for the College of
Musical Arts failed, Richard Kennell, an assistant
dean in that department,
was named acting dean.
Dr. Robert Patton, a professor of applied statistics
and operations at the University, was named acting
dean of the College of Business Administration.
The most notable departures in Olscamp's restructuring were:
• Dr. Donald Ragusa,
who served as Dean of
Students. In Olscamp's
new administration, that
job has been reclassified
as vice president of Student Affairs, and Ragusa
has been left free to apply
for the position.
• Myron Chenault, who
resigned to accept an administrative position at the
University of North Carolina, Winston-Salem.
Besides personnel
changes, Olscamp initiated a Canadian Studies
Program. He also initiated
the practice of making
public a complete copy of
the University budget, in-

Dr. Paul Olscamp and wife Ruth

see OLSCAMP page 19

518 Eeet Wooeter
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Phone 1419) 352 7444

GASEYS

101-105 S. Main Street
353-9802

r

ORIGINAL

HAMBURGERS

WOMEN for WOMEN

cms

Orientation - Business Meeting
Thurs. Sept. 9
7:30 p.m.

W. Poe Rd.

Faculty Lounge, Student Union
for information call 372-2281

No "Bait
No "Switch". .
No Gimmicks!
••

1
E. Poe Rd.

"BUYONE j
CHILI OR
VEG.SOUP!

USEONE

GET ONE
SINGLE

OR

FREE

MORECOUPONS

Expires 9-30-82

YOUNGSTOWN (AP) Maria Petrosky got a recipt in the mail not long
ago for a registered letter
she had sent to Europe.
She doesn't remember
sending the letter, but
that's not surprising - it
was mailed in 1941.
The yellowing card.
Printed in English and
rench, showed up in mailbox about a month ago. She
said she thought it was nice
that a letter was awaiting
her at the post office. But

GET ONE

102S N. Main
Bowling Green

FREE

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
WHEN YOU NEED:
TYPEWRITER SERVICE
ART SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
NEW CALCULATORS & TYPEWRITERS
SEE US AT

L~

SmithS

The prices we ADVERTISE
are the prices you PAY for

Eyeglasses
29 88 $49 88

$

Single Vision
Lenesnd Frsme-

Bllocsl
Lens snd Freme-

when she took the card
there, the clerk laughed.
"He didn't even look,"
Mrs. Petrosky, 79, said.
'"41 years,' he was repeating.
The notice actually was
a return receipt - a card
that is sent with a registered card or package.
The U.S. Postal Service
cannot explain the delay,
but said the card possibly
was lost in war-torn Europe.

CLIP THIS COieON

CUP THIS coueoM

BUY ONE
SINGLE

Mail running late

THE PROFESSIONAL
OFFICE PRODUCTS PEOPLE

MAIN ST.

we will be moving to our new location
about Oct. 10th - 168-174 S. Main St.
X>"
VISIT OUR

Including your choice of over 1000 current frame fashions. Tinted,
plastic, oversize, out-of-stock lenses priced higher.

HALLMARK SHOP
Hallmark Cards-Gifts-Stationary
168-172 S. Main St.

WELCOME BGSU STUDENTS
Stop In And See Our...
If you think that our advertised prices are simply a
gimmick to bring you in — and that we will try to
switch you to a higher price— SHOP US! About 80%
of all prescriptions we receive are filled at our
advertised prices. Only oversize, tinted, plastic, or
specially-ground corrective lenses cost more. And
you'll find our meticulous, professional fitting and
service, second to none, at ANY price.
EYES EXAMINED BY DR. KENNETH O. BAKER O.D.
•Standard clear glass plus - 400 to — 200 cyl.
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

7:30 to 11:00 pm • Happy Hours
Draft and Mixed Drinks

7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Our
Famous Plastic Cup
Special
7:30 to 10:00 p.m. High"
Ocatane Nite "Top off
your tank at MAIN ST.
early and see how your
engine runs"

Running Shorts ... Singlets
Sweatsuits .. . T-Shirts ... Sox
Gym Short* . . . Worm-Ups ...
Volleyball — Running ... Tennis
< Basketball Shoes
Racquelball Shoes . . . * Racquets

CUSTOM PRINTED
T-SHIRTS
OUR QUALITY NAMEBRANDS INCl.:
NIKE
ETONtC
PRO-KEDS
BILL ROGERS

NEWoAiANCi
CONVERSE
SACUNY
DOLPHIN

TIGER
FOOTJOY
SUB-4
MOVING COMFORT

See Us For Your stock-To-School
Shoos ft Sportwoar Needs I
FREE NIKE T-SHIRT
NIKE
W/PURCHASE OF NIKE SHOES
EXP. 9-11-02

FALCON HOUSE

-Your A thbtic Shot I Spomwor Heedeuerten lb I. O."
1M E. Wooeter, B.G.
Ph. 352-Mle
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NEWMAN'S MARATHON

WELCOME TO A REAL
SERVICE STATION
• Foreign Car Repair • Exhaust Repair
• Brake Repair
• AAA Towing Service
THE FULL SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
525 N. Main, Bowling Green

353-1311

Dining For
All Occasions

Meet Me at the Station.

New Prc-football Brunch

SUNDAY • PITCHER NITE
MONDAY - ROCK NITE
TUESDAY - LADIES NITE

Cocktails, Snacks, Sandwiches
Complete Dinners, Great Desserts,
Banquets and Catering

(THE BEST LADIES NITE IN NORTHWEST OHIO)

WEDNESDAY - LOCOMOTIVE NITE
(GET 'LOCO' WITH PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS
AND DRAFT 8PM -11PM)

THURSDAY - DOUBLE VISION NITE
8PM-11PM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY - LADIES NITE
CONDUCTORS SPECIAL EVERY HOUR
ON THE HOUR 8PM -11 PM

Join a Date, Friends or Family
In One of Our Many Rooms

Special Introductory Offer:
LOCATED IN STADIUM VIEW PLAZA
352-1223

r~

*\

with meal of equal
or lesser value

0

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

At McDonald's9 we're open hours to fit your busy schedule

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

—
—
—
—

2
3
3
1

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

FREE REGULAR FRENCH FRIES
when you buy any large sandwich

Valid until September 3,1982

with $4.00
cocktail order
Mon. - Thurs.

Mon. or Tues.
L September-November '83 <J

* 10% DISOUNT *

Monday Night

(tuft

1470 E. WOOSTER ST.
BOWLING GREEN

Good only »l

V2 PRICE
Wed. or Thurs.
September-November '83

September or October '82

1

^

*ONE LUNCH *

7:30 • 10:30
is

September-January '83

with meal of equal
or lesser value
y

* One Order^
1470 E. Wooster, Bowling Green

f

MEXICAN
FOOD

Bring this coupon into McDonald's9 for a special treat on us!

Buy any tasty sandwich at
Mc Donald'sand enjoy
a free regular order of
McDonald's golden-brown
French Fries. Limit one
coupon per customer, per
visit. Please present coupon j
when ordering.
,

ONION RINGS
V2 PRICE

H PRICE

■McDonald's

THURS. 7
FRI. 7
SAT. 6:30
WED. - SUN. 7

Our Famous

T>NE DINNER

POTATO SKINS

V2 PRICE
Fri. or Sat.
10:00 p.m. to Midnite
September - October '82

3

-L

$2.00 DISCOUNT

PRIME RIB
DINNER
Tues. or Thurs.
September or October '82
^
.
V
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New system shortens lines for employment
few minutes before opening, cutting
to the front of the line and getting one
of the first numbers.

by Becky Dracht
naff reporter

The typical long lines of students
waiting to find an cm-campus job may
be shortened if a new system devised
by the Office of Financial Aid and
Student Employment works.
"We decided several years ago that
we needed a transition," Ellen
Kayser, assistant director of the Office of Financial Aid and Student
Employment, said.
In years past, students waiting
outside the office were given numbers
and let in 10 at a time after the office
opened. However, the office often ran
into the problem of people arriving a

•THERE WERE JUST too many
students and not enough room,'
Kayser said. "It was difficult to keep
things under control."
This year, the line will be moved to
the second floor of the Student Services Building, Deb Heineman, acting
assistant director of Financial Aid
and Student Employment, said.
Students will wait outside on the
terrace and will be given numbers as
they arrive. When their number is
called, they will be allowed into the

nized," she added.

lobby where the jobs are posted, she
said.
"The student can pick one or two
jobs they're interested in, come to one
of the tables and set up an appointment to come to our office (to receive
a referral slip)," Heineman said.

Although students are limited to
two referral slips, they are permitted
THE MAJOR ORGANIZERS of to repeat the process and come back
this new system, according to Heine- for two more slips if the first two do
man, were Mary Ann Hudson and not work out, Kayser said.
Judy Thomas, both of the Office of
Financial Aid and Student EmployLoan checks for any students rement. Heineman said she hopes any ceiving National Direct Student
bugs still left in the system will be Loans will be in the Office of the
worked out this week, so that next Bursar Monday morning, according
year it will work even better.
to Kayser.

"This way we can estimate how
many students we'll be able to handle,' she added. Another advantage is
that appointments will be given only
for as many job referrals as are
available, thus preventing people
from having to stand in line, only to
get to the office and find out there are
no jobs left, Heineman said.
''We can do a good job if it's orga-

Jobs for the Fall semester will be
posted Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings on the second floor of
the Student Services Building, and the
doors will open at 7 a.m., Heineman
said.

"IF THE STUDENT owes money
to the University, they must sign the
check over to their account, she
said.
Emergency loan money for fees is
available now to students in need of

short term financial assistance.
Loans for books or personal expenses,
however, will not be available until
September 1, Kayser added.
Kayser said it is not too late for
students to apply for Pell Grants or
Guaranteed Student Loans, and their
parents may still apply for a PLUS
loan from their home bank.
The Board of Regents may also be
making partial awards of Ohio Instructional Grants for spring semester, she said.
Pell and OIG forms, as well as
forms for emergency assistance may
be obtained in the Office of Financial
Aid and Student Employment.

Health Center, Well coordinate health care
by Andrea Spencer
Waff reporter

The promotion of good
health is the force behind
the The Student Health

Center and The Student
Wellness Center.
Dr. Janice Lloyd, medical director of the Student
Health Center, and Sue
West, coordinator of the

Student Wellness Center,
are using their talents toward this goal.
Both women have a tremendous amount of enthusiasum and support for

GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT
(while having fun)
MS 101

Introduction to ROTCNatlonal Dtf.m. (2
crodrts)
MS 102 Rappoillng/Rma Markamanship (2 credits)
MS 201 individual/Organizational Laadarihip (2
crodits)
»OB MO« INFORMATION CAtL JIM COOMIER AT 372 2476OR STOPS'
ROOM 151 MEMORIAL HAIL

vOu can aam two cwdit ftours toward graouahc wtula taarntng now to
!«• *<oa of a mountain o> <md you' way out of a daap least Army
ROTC otters tna axpananca and tM oaOt with no obllfWow. You can
OBC>0e lo voi.'se't it ma program u ughi to> you We Iran* you ■ Da Su'pns
ed to *•*] out w«it A>my ROTC "•» to oHe* lo today s coi'eoe graouete wtio
iNty *3"ti io get atead Wai taacn you an "#• ■% to Know about
manaQemeni o* norMas and leaOarinc development and man "»0*» than
youcan teem from any WIIDOOH So ■< you need a couple c'aditi for •nalac
live c you d jus> i*e to find out more about w*at makes Army ROTC cadeti
so special come see what we ve got and give you'atit some oedit

each other's job, so the
Student Health Center and
the Student Wellness Center can work together
more effectively.
LLOYD. A GRADUATE
Cincinnati Medical School,
said the Student Health
Center staff tries to create
an image that promotes
"good health, effective therapy and health prevention."
*'I am very excited
about working with Sue
West from The Well and
reorganizing our testing
system, personnel duties
and improving the effi-

ciency of our patient flow
to accommodate the students better," Lloyd said.
The Health Center's
hours are Monday through
Thursday from 8 a.m. lo
7:30 p.m., and Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. On
Saturdays, the Health Center will be open from 8 a.m.
until 11:30 a.m. '
In addition to Lloyd, the
medical director, the Student Health Center has
added another new physician to the staff, Dr.Teresita Domini. Dr. Susan
Boldis and Dr. Robert Desmond are also practicing

physicians at the Health
Center.
UOYD, BOLOIS and
Domini have designed a
General Gynecology Exam
Clinic for the students. The
clinic is designed to treat
students and educate them
in general gynecology
care.
If necessary, students
will be referred to specialists.
Students mav attend the
gynecology clinic on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, from 8 a.m. to
11:30 a.m., and 1 p.m. to 3
p.m.

KW

CHECK US OUT
we've got
what you want
ARMY ROTC

PENDLETON MGT. CO.
new location
408 Lehman Apt 102
(by the bus station)
BMMM

Sue WesL, a college personnel graduate student,
said, "We plan to use our
engeries by promoting
wellness to help the student from getting sick in
the first place."
THE WELL IS located
on the second floor of the
Student Health Center. The
hours posted are 11 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through

Thursday, and 11 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. on Fridays.
West defines 'wellness'
as "... a maximum physical, mental, occupational,
spiritual and emotional
health."
The Well has 18 volunteer peer-advisors. "Students are often mistaken
for professional counselors. They are not professionals; they are qualified
eier-advisors who are
ained for volunteer service at The Well. These peoile are the backbone of
ft
"le Well," West said.
Services offered by The
Well include an outreach
program, a speakers' bureau, a peer-advising program and a Wellness
information Library.

ALPHA SIGMA PHI FRATERNITY
WELCOMES ALL INCOMING FRESHMEN
AND RETURNING STUDENTS

we Jtill ktv« VK*at tprtmntt fir the Ml, we ire effermj speeitl imnfMMfttt
rajtrJwj pets, iff. sires, tM lease terms.

Cill us! 352-2276

V

Lloyd said appointments
are made on a first come,
first serve basis so the
student is "allowed proper
time for what the student is
coming in for."
As medical director.
Lloyd will also be affiliated
with the Student Wellness
Center, a wholistic health
promotion center.

GOOD LUCK TO ALL BGSU GREEK CHAPTERS
THE PHOENIX TAKES FLIGHT IN 1982-83

Welcome Students

*

2518 Reynolds Road
Toledo, Ohio
Reynolds near Heatherdowns

Bee Gee
Bookstore

LIVE COUNTRY ENTERTAINMENT
TUESDA YS through SA TURD A YS
CONTINUOUS ENTERTAINMENT
ALL NIGHT LONG from 9:00

(across from Harshman)

New & Used
Texts

LADIES NIGHT WEDNESDA Y NIGHT
(FREE ADMISSION)

Supplies &

ff

Special Attraction Tuesday August 31

MOE
BANDY!
Tickets Available at DALLAS V
$7.50 Advance
$8.00 at Door

Call 866-6981

There's 2 shows at 9 & 11
See You There!

Backpacks &
T-Shirts

A*

Rush Hours:
Mon - Wed 8-8

Regular Hours:
Mon - Fri 9-5:30
Sat 9-5:00
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Roommates need
chance to adjust
by Marcla Sloan
assistant copy editor

The one area of residence hall living, which
initially causes many students concern, is getting
along well with a roommate.
David Rinehart, a former two-year resident advisor, said the best way to
be compatable is to keep
an open mind, and give the
situation time.
"I think the main thing
is to give the roommate a
fair chance," he said.
"First impressions can be
totally wrong, especially at
the beginning of the year
when everyone is under a
lot of stress. Getting along
usuallv means getting to
know the other person Detter, and that takes time."
According to Melanie
Clinton, complex coordinator of Kreischer Quadrangle, differences in
Backgrounds often cause
initial problems between
roommates.
"FRESHMEN SHOULD
keep in mind that not everyone grew up in the
same home environment
they did, and iust because
an individual's value system is different from their
own, that does not mean
it's wrong," she said.
"Trying to understand and
accept a different lifestyle
may mean the difference
between forming a close
friendship and not getting
along."
Clinton also stressed the
importance of open communication among roommates.
"From the start, roommates should be very open
with one another about
their likes and dislikes,"
she said. "If you don't

want your roommate to
borrow your clothes, let
them know politely from
the start. Don't wait until
January and blow up over
g you should have
[the first week."
When roommate problems do exist, Ivor Emmanuel, Conklin hall director,
said he urges the roommates to discuss the problem with their resident
advisor or hall director.

"THE RESIDENCE
hall staff is trained to
serve the student, and students shouldn't be afraid to
take advantage of it." he
said. "Often, iust sitting
down with a third party
and discussing the issue
will clear up some of the
problem."
Emmanuel also said
roommates who do not get
along should not try to escape
the situation.
r
'The worst thing incompatible roommates can do
is to go home every weekend. Not only do they continue to build a barrier by
doing so, but they also miss
out on spending time with
other people on the floor
who they may build great
friendships."
While roommate compatibility may seem like it
could never be a problem,
Clinton said roommates
who do get along well together should not limit
themselves from interacting with other students.
'Compatible roomies
shouldn't forget there are
other people to meet as
well," she said. "A great
way for freshmen to get
out and meet others right
away is to join their hall
council, or help their resident advisor plan activities
for the floor.'

My How You've Changed!
CINDY
MAHAFFEY

Dorms try to provide varied life
nature, but others are Just
for cutting loose, relaxing
and getting to know the
other students."

by Marcla Sloan
assistant copy editor

Life in the residence
halls may not be like living
at home, but it is not "Animal House," either.

floor will make the decision as to what type of
programming will occur in
the hall.
"ITS REALLY their
floor, and I want them to
be happy with the type of
activities we have,' she
said.

Jill Simler, a resident
advisor in Dunbar, is already planning activities
to promote interaction
among the residents on her
floor.

According to Melanie
Clinton, complex coordinator for Kreischer Quadrangle, the residence hall
staffs try to develop a living and learning atmosphere in the halls.

Simler added that in addition to promoting interaction among the residents
on her floor, she also wants
to plan a few coeducational
events with a floor from a
men's residence hall.

"There are a lot of
events you can plan that
don't take much time and
yet are great for getting to
know one another," she
said.

"Living in a residence
hall doesn't have some of
the advantages of living at
home or in an apartment,
but in many ways, it has
some advantages the other
two don't have," she said.
"One definite advantage
is, you're always close to
the action."
TO HELP MAKE adjustment to college life
easier, the residence halls
try to plan a balance of
educational and social
events, Clinton said.
"There is a resident advisor on every floor who, in
addition to counseling students and enforcing policies, is also responsible for
planning programs," she
said. "Some of the programs are educational in

"I think it's really important to plan some types
of co-ed programs, especially during the fall," she
said. "For some residents,
floor activities may be the
only way they get to meet
someone of the opposite
sex."

A few activities Simler
has planned for the beginning of the year are a "Get
to Know Your Neighbor
Day" and a floor breakfast. Once the school year
gets underway, however,
Simler said she hopes her

♦

T-SQUARE

Dave Rinehart, a former resident advisor, is
quick to point out that a
student should not only
rely on floor activities to
meet people.
"Sure, there are going to
be some planned programs
and parties on your hall,
and you can meet people
through them, but don't
rely on that alone," he
said.

GRAPHICsTTnc]

Computer Typesetting
Graphic Arts Professionals

Inventory
Clearance
SAU

computer

Lis.J2603.95

mduM

&TDK

T6CHNICRAFT

lerhwrtaR IMO
Cel the mod from your turn
table with ihm economically
priced alereoiartnilK' froin
Audio Technical

Ike Apple.s><i,m
The Apple H iompMr with MoMoi
HI desktop Mand OU. II dnve and
the New Apple W-ile- H wt-ire

BOSE

SYNERGISTICS

RECEIVERS

fkS

GDPIOIMCCR®
fSX-4
20 wan pe« channel
AMr*M«rt*0
tfCftvn Brand new
to an ant** tot* of
quaky WpWlX

List $250.00

$

170(

SAVE $80.00

harman/kardon ^*

LIST

NOW

SAVE CARTRIDGES

YimahjR SOO
110.00
41000
Sony STR-VX4
219.9S
BSR RX 100
Harmon Kardon S70i 429 9S
Yamaha R-900
SS000

279 00
299 00
169 00
169 00
46900

51.00
131.00
50.95
6095
81.00

SPEAKERS
Infinity RSj
Infinity RSM
Bose301
BoseSOl
BSR 82 R
Synergi$iicsS-20
SynetRistics S-40
Synergies S-W)

20000 1S900
175 00 299 00
18000 US 00
140 00 26S.O0
42 IS
S9 9S
10000 6100
22500 14900
175 00 2491X1

TURNTABLES

^-^5*^r /

«AVF dn
Qt;
SAVE
$40.95

Sony PS-IX2.TC 1000 15000 11500
29000 214 00
DenonDp.)1L/GI2
Pioneer PI-4
16000 104 00
rvc LA-wen
16SO0 125 00
BSR 100 SCAT 1000 169 95
99 00
Sony PSLX2/TC-1000 190 00 117 88
Technics SI B101
10000 6900
Carrard CT 2S0
20000 9900

Seem Autnmat* Pwtnron be-oW _,
turntable *rtfi dual<timpc! leel and 7/affc

$2.98
$229.95

bAHLflUI$T

.SONY.

359«

NOW

SAVE

5000
4000
ISO 00
6S 00

1488
18.88
99 00
19 00

35.12
21.12
51.00
26.00

42500
24000
295 00
ISO 00

14900 76.00
199 00 41.00
249 00 46.00
245 00 105.00

16 50
88 00

10 88 5.62
57 00 11.00
57 00 20.00
1788 12.12
849 00 446.00
8 49 10.08
2.90
149
449 00 111.00
199 00 66.00
1988 1007
4 17
2.62
21B8
6.12
249 00 59.00
49 88 23.07
149 00 66.00

SAVE
$56.00

CASSETTE DECKS

1000
1295 00
18 S7
h IS
630.00
265.00
29 95
699
10 00
108 00
72 95
21500

INFINITY

AUDIO TECHNICA

DENON
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36.00
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SAVE
$60.00
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i
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SONY
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Save
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OUR KITCHEN
Fresh Salads • Desserts • Chef Salads
Beer • Wine • Pop • Coffee • Snacks • Fruit

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

family owned and operated -nee 1962 .

fc

List $250.00

HttilUitli

'• Auihonzed Dealer

V18^^»mir*NDt»TOS^OJASTTERC£gn^

LIST

Audio Technica A! 105
Technicr.ft TC 1000
SiRnei Tus-IA
Crado CF 2

O:

Hickory Smoked Baked Ham • Cheese • Salami
Bratwurst • Baked Chicken • Polish Sausage
EXTRAS: Cheese, Lettuce. Tomato. Pickle.
Mustard. Mayo, Horseradish, Onion

MI-MM

AM1« slwr.. »»■..■.,.- *.
**m pe« thjn»4*l AUIHOI >'
lUfetn p«i**rt» jnd Nt« tID
stiro.'ih ■ ■•ntiw lunni doplat

Garrard

Pastrami • Corned Beef • Pepper Beef

■■■HaaC.—
MM4S4

List $225.00
so** in 2*1

Nak.imichi.lHi)
AiwaAO-11000
Arw. AD-1200O
41.00 Sony IC-fXSC
76.00
45.00
7S.00 MISCELLANEOUS
17.00 DIM washer 0 4 System
37.00 AFS 8912 6»9 car spkr
76.00 AIS8232S'. lOo/spkr
126.00 TDK HD01 Demagnetise!
Sony SI 5800
TDK SA-C90 IPack
Ma»ell UOXll CIO
1500 Yamaha A 1
56.00 Yamaha A-SSO
56 00 Allsop Video Head Cleaner
40.00 Allsop Audio Cassette Clean
70.95 Yamaha 007 headphones
52.12 Alpine 7124 w speakers
31.00 Cusdorf 14S0 stand
101.00 Cusdorl 1485 stand

List $13.68

$

SONY $11 -VX!
AMf M Weteo tecetven —th IS
j.- -ampetthannel Ha**
.'. "-— | leaii*e* lo ini*jte low noi*e and

Imported Ham • Roast Pork • Liver Pate
Ham Salad • Chicken Salad • Barbeque Beef

•

SONY

JVC

maxEll

List $445.00

Turkey Breast • Milwaukee Braunschweiger

SAVE $50.95

STOREWIDE DISCOUNTS

M

OTHER SANDWICHES made to your order.

List $199.95

Save $10.08

O-alltr »•»•»€. Cempwtat Syrtat**. ••* •ar.lt•

^^AAAAAAMA^i

the RUEBEN Chicago kosher corned beef
on Jewish rye with mustard, Wisconsin Swiss
and sauerkraut
S2.59

BSR

1MlAC«t> Fact
I ttple .. «i« Intent"* en* >> met.i M* I
«veM-*wdolUr»i.-. w*h ITXsA
■he I all t ilrfm VWianiy • av*tir

AFS/KRIKET

List $49.95

the CHICAGO ROAST BEEF BUN. top
round beef on a tangy onion bun with sharp
cheddar cheese, lettuce, mustard, mayo,
deli dressing
$2.59

List $18.57

$8.49

lotxtw l*o*iable prrtet l-un

$2.59

J

GIANT

'^T¥TYYTYTTT^ Save $10.00

the KAISER SPECIAL combination of
Imported boiled ham, white turkey breast,
Wisconsin Swiss cheese, mustard, mayo
all on a king size crisp Kaiser roll

K

^> • bound
Sound Associates

SONY ICMV1I1

a full pound! Imported ham. kosher salami,
onion cheese, provolone, lettuce, tomato,
pickle, mustard, oil and vinegar dressing

WELCOMES
ALL INCOMING
FRESHMAN WE HOPE
YOUR YEAR IS
FANTASTIC!
REMEMBER:
RUSH STARTS SOON
AND ALL INTERESTED
MALES ARE INVITED
TO ATTEND.

Resume's typed or typeset with
quality, efficient 2 day service!

SONY,

the GRINDER nib sandwich, our most famous,

ronment, and sometimes
that can be pretty tough."
he said. "Freshmen should
go out and develop a social
fife, but at the same time,
they should remember
their primary purpose in
coming to college. Sometimes they may have to be
assertive with their
friends, and say no to
'going out on the town'
because of a test the next
day."

PI KAPPA PHI ^
FRATERNITY

121 South Main Street
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
(419) 352-8488

i.Akikk

DEUMTESSEN./I7r
WINESHOP VAy™^011

"An incoming freshman
has to adjust to a new
social environment as well
as a new academic envi-

"THE EASIEST WAY to
Set to know people on your
oor is to relax and be a
little bold at first. Keep
your door open, and try to
concentrate on learning
the names of your neighbors. Don't be afraid to be
the one to initiate an activity."
While Rinehart said he
thinks socialization is very

$1995.00^

Happy Half-Forty
Love, n
Dave

important the first semester, be advises freshmen to
keep their priorities in line
in regards to studying and
other activities.
Ivor Emmanuel, Conklin hall director, also
stressed the importance of
time management.

ra
SOME ITBMS ARE LIMITED..
SO HURRY till

GUARANTEED PRICE POLICY

This is just a sample of the many quality items on sale in our huge inventory n

M you pvrchoa* o component from Sound
AMociotoB and find that torn* component
• •lliog for lou from on aumoriiod full
Mrvlco dootor in Ohio within 30 doyv
wo'll gtodty rotund you mt dlfffonco.
COfAPlETE SERVKE DEPARTMENT
Wo oro fully outnorited to torvico ovory
ungU lino wo toll Our invoHmont in
thoutonoi of dollars of tho most rocont
and ■ophittkolod tosi goor. along with
our ouolitiod tochniciont. auwroo you of
tho Hnott xrvico th.i aroe hot to offor.
bom In ond out of warranty.

248 SOUTH MAIN ST. - BOWLING GREEN (352-3595)
S206 MONROE ST.
TOiOO.OHhO
8853547

400 S. MAIN ST
FINOLAY. OH
424-1191

SALE ENDS SEPTEMBER 1 1th!! 0«M:ll«iid>v-Fr1d«N€-*tl«9P.II. - Satiiriay10A.II.«i5:MP.II.
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Counsel services offer assistance with problems OfV Up*
by Eva Parzlale

managing editor

College life can be an
enjoyable experience most
of the time, out there are
occasions when the homework starts to mount, your
roommate sets on your
nerves, you have not had a
date in seven weeks and
you feel like dropping out
of school. At moments like
these, you might need a
friendly ear, or if your
problems are more serious, some professional
counseling. There are several places where students

can turn for such advice.
The Link, 525 Pike St., is
a crisis intervention and
information referral service open 24 hours per day,
seven days a week. Over 60
volunteer paraprofessionals are available during
the school year for short
term counseling and advice.
"Much of what we do is
one time, immediate concern counseling, typically
ending in a referral to a
counseling service at BG,"
Richard Hepburn, executive director, said.
The Link volunteers are

trained to help students
with any number of problems, from birth control to
problem pregnancy, suicide prevention, rape crisis difficulties, alcohol
concerns and family problems. Hepburn said the
Link can even help if a
student is just feeling depressed.
"SOMETIMES students
get down, particulary
around exam time," he
said, "and we're happy to
talk to students, help them
get over that immediate
blockage."

CALICO,
SAGE & THYME
Herbs, Spices, Teas,
Handcrafts and Distinctive Gifts
A GREAT PLACE TO SHOP
FOR GIFTS AND CARDS!
115 Clay Street
352-S417
OPEN MON-SAT 10-5

(Jk£QM>>
^

WELCOMES YOU TO B.G.
AND THE FINEST IN HOME VIDEO

Featuring Sale and Rental of;

* Atari Video Computer
Systems and Cartridges
* Video Movies and
Accessories

Students may walk into
the Link, located off
Thurstin Street, across
from the Administration
Building, or phone 352-1545
for information or advice.
On campus, the Career
Counseling and Development Center offers a
number of services to students with academic and
Eersonal problems. Four
censed psychologists and
six graduate students are
available to help.
According to Roman
Carek, director, the center
offers services in four
main areas: counseling for
career decision-making,
general counseling, testing
and counsultation.
Counseling for career
decsion-making is for students who have difficulty
deciding on a major or
deciding what to do after
graduation, Carek said. To
help students formulate a
decision, the center offers

a career education library,
taped material and a coordinated occupational network. In addition, the
center offers a career decision-making course, CEO
131.
GENERAL counseling
is available for students
who have any concern that
interferes with studying.
Carek said the center offers information on time
management, concentration and personal concerns
such as depression, roommate or relationship problems.
"For freshmen, the typical problems are home
sickness, managing one's
time, having difficulty
making friends, test anxiety and roommate problems," Carek added.
The center's testing
service is offered as an

City enforces liquor law
by Becky Bracht
staff reporter

Although Ohio's new
drinking law was established to keep high school
students from obtaining alcohol, it will also affect
many of this University's
freshmen.
The legislation which
went into effect August 19,
prohibits 18-year-olds from
purchasing or consuming
any type of alcoholic beverage. Nineteen has become the new drinking age
for beer, and liquor remains restricted to those
21 and over.
Nineteen and 20-yearsee COUNSEL page 18 olds will still be legally
allowed to purchase only
"low" beer until October 1,
according to Howard
or men
Hinds, investigator in
charge of the Toledo disladies
trict of the Ohio Department of Liquor Control.
After this date, he said,
beer with 3.2 alcoholic percent will be done away
with.
Although there are currently no penalties for 18year-olds who consume or
contribute funds to the purchase of beer, Hinds said
this will be remedied as
MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON
soon as the Ohio legislature reconvenes.
190 S. MAIN ST.
"We anticipate no
352-7658
change in any of our enforcement policies," Hinds

HHIRSIYIinCaf
ONLY
$5.25!

:.■.'.':.■,■'.'■."..

LISSA ADDINGTON
Photographer

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
315 E. WoosterSt.

• STAR WARS • HALLOWEEN II • THE JERK
• MODERN PROBLEMS • STRIPES
• ON GOLDEN POND • MANY MORE

said, adding that he does
not think this new law will
be a problem to enforce.
On campus, party rules
will change in accordance
with the new state law and
will prohibit 18-year-olds
from drinking any type of
alcohol.
AS STATED in the new
Residence Life .Policies
handout, picture IDs must
be checked at the entrance
to a party and hands must
be stamped. All on-campus
Grties are required to
ve an alternate non-alcoholic beverage and 18Sear-olds will be permitted
) consume only this.
According to the handout, one monitor for every
10 people present will be in
charge of enforcing the
rules and reporting any
violations to the unit supervisor. Any students caught
violating state law will be
referred to the Office of
Standards and Procedures
for disciplinary action.
Bowling Green Police
Chief Galen Ash said he is
afraid the new law will be
difficult to enforce.
"When thev came up
with this legislation they
definitely were not thinking of a university community," he said. Some of the
freshmen are only 17 when
they begin college, and Ash
expressed a concern that
older students would buy
beer for the freshmen.
ACCORDING TO Ash,
the city's police are already overtaxed on problems involving alcohol.
There may be an increase
in parties, which is one of
the city's biggest problems, since these people
will not be admitted into
the bars, he said.
Violations will be

11765 Long St.
(North of Bowling Green, off Sugar Ridge)
Phone: 352-7213

It's the perfect time:
You re a freshman, right ? And you want
to make college a real learning experience'
Well ROTC can add a valuable
dimension to your college education A
dimension of leadership and management training. And that'll make your
degree worth more.
ROTC offers scholarship and
financial opportunities, too
Plus, the opportunity to graduate
with a commission and
begin your future as an
officer.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

372-2476, OR STOP BY

ROOM 151, MEMORIAL HALL.

ARMY ROTC
BEAUYOUCANK.

}

Let us be your casual
wear headquarters for

♦

| LEE LEVI BIG SMITH
Check us for BGSU
T-Shirts * Sweats * Hats
♦531 Ridge St. (Next to Mac West Dorm)!

for all of your future
housing needs,
Remember:
WINTHROP
NORTH & SOUTH
and
SUMMIT TERRACE
1 and 2 bedrooms

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL JIM COOMLER AT

for

Guys 1ST Gals
j
j WELCOME BACK I
STUDENTS
|
♦

IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUT ARMY ROTC?

"I GUESS TOO many
18-year-olds who were still
in high school were buying
beer for younger kids, he
said, adding that he hopes
the new law will help to
eliminate this problem.
People may mellow as
they age, he said, but "the
people you're going to have
problems with, you'll have
Sroblems with whether
ley're 18, 25 or 40." The
majority of those who do
not create problems when
they drink will be decent
regardless of their age, he
said.
Jeff Hobbie, owner and
manager of Uptown-Downtown, said he thinks the
only night the new law will
seriously affect the downtown night spots is Thursday. His business is only
about 5 percent 18-yearolds, he said, except on
Thursday when it rises to
approximately 15 percent.

; JEANS N* THINGS {
I

Telephone 352-7259

strongly enforced, the police chief said. Although
the new law does not yet
state the penalties for
breaking it, Ash said it is
still a violation to sell alcohol to anyone under the
drinking age.
"We may have to put
our emphasis in this direction for a while," he said.
Chuck Davis, manager
of Howard's, has expressed concern that more
18-year-olds will be using
phony IDs.
"It's pretty easy to tell
when an original ID has
been altered," he said,
adding that his employees
are trained to spot bad
identification and are trying to check more closely
as people enter.
Davis said to his knowledge the law was passed to
try and eliminate alcohol
in the high schools.

furnished
and
unfurnished

A BOOK
IS
v^*
r^r *

A FRIEND
PAUPER'S
PAPERBACKS
Has thousands of Friends.
Books for Pleasure and
Books for Thinking.
Come in: 9 — 5 Mon. — Sat.
or
7-9 Fri.
Call: 352-2163

206 N. MAIN
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ORGANIZATION

ADVISOR

ADDRESS-PHONE

BLACK STUDENT UNION

Deanna Okoiti

408SruServs
2-2692

BOARD OF BLACK
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Deanna Okoiti

Commons
2-2842

Sept. 3 marked as deadline for
off-campus phone registrations

ABOUT THE GROUP
Educational and informative activities to
enrich the quality of life for blacks.
To communicate Black culture through
programming and activities.

CAMPUS DEMOCRATS CLUB

Dr. R. Anderson

Dept ol Political Science
2-2921

Provides political awareness and stimulates interest in Democratic ideals.

COLLEGE REPUBLICAN
CLUB

Dr. Joseph Kraulet

Dept. of Political Science
2-2921

Provides political awareness and stimulates interest in Republican ideals.

COMMUTER OFF-CAMPUS
ORGANIZATION

Hazel Smith

Mosery Hall Basement
2-2573

To meet the demands of students who
live off-campus

LA UNION DE LOS
ESTUDIANTES LATINOS

Dr. Donald McQuarie

315B Stu Servs
2-0325

To unite the Latino community and
others in the Latino heritage and culture.

The following is a public service provided by the
BG News:
The following is a form to report the Local OffCampus address to be listed in the BGSU Telephone Directory. Please fill out the form completely and carefully to avoid mistakes in the
listing. Forms must include correct social security numbers to be processed.
Any off-campus student who does not return

About 15 non-denominational and denominational organizations.

Pliaie. ptint

REUGOUS ORGANIZATIONS
Dr. Ronald Lancaster

Computer Science Dept.
2-2338

To educate the community and engage
in positive social and political activism.

STUDENT CONSUMER
UNION

Greg DeCrane

405 Stu Servs
20248

Safeguards consumer interests. Provides
off-campus housing lists

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

Greg DeCrane

405 Stu Servs
2-0324

The governing body of undergraduate
students. Includes Student Court.

STUDENT NAME
io

Tom Misuraca

3rd floor-Union
2-2343

Plans and organizes recreational, cultural
and educational activities on-campus.

Janice Reisig

410 Stu Servs
20088

Provides students with practical experience through volunteering.

STREET

WOMEN FOR WOMEN

Judith Treesberg

English Dept.
2-0341

Promotes social, political and economic
change for women.

CITY,STATE

WORLD STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

Dr. Edward Schuck

International Programs
2-2247

SOCIAL JUSTICE
COMMITTEE

UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS

Diverse interests spark]
many campus groups

Promotes intercultural understanding and
friendship among all students.

OFF-CAMPUS LOCAL ADDRESS
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Cantor far

CRAFTS. NEEDLEWORK,
WOODEN LETTERS. PADDLES and CRESTS.
FANS. RIBBONS, and FLOWERS

While it is impossible to list all organizations
here, the above chart does provide a crosssection of activities and organizations that
are open to all students who attend the
University.
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AREA CODE

I

I

II
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f See you at THE SOURCE.;

109 S. Main St.
Bowling Green
352-3148

natural
ONE WAY
>

NATURE'S MANNA
• Healthy Snacks
• Food Supplements
• Homemade Breads
15% discount orrpurchasewhen ad is returned
134 East Court
3520236

I

LAST

Bowling Green State University offers over
120 student organizations that run the gamut
from religious groups to club sports.

food

I

A Q 9 0

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
TOOT

this form will have a blank (possibly an old
address) in the local address area in the directory. THE FORM MUST BE RETURNED
PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 3, 1982 to the listed
drop points: University Union Information Desk,
Commuter Center, Library Circulation Desk, or
Housing Office.
If your grades have been sent to an incorrect
address, ful out an address change form in the
Office of Registration and Records.

(next door to First
Federal Savings)

VATAN'S LOCKER ROOM
lAJelcontei l/Sach

SENIORS

JUNIORS

SOPHOMORES

And A Special Welcome To The
518 E. Wooster

FRESHMEN
BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR
20 % OFF EVERYTHING IN STORE
Except Hummel Products

AND
15% OFF ALL SHOES IN STOCK
• Brooks
• Adidas
• Jaclar
• Converse
• Riddel
10-5:30

109 N. Main St.

WITH DEVELOPING
For each roll of 110,126, or 35mm color
print film you bring in for developing,
FOTOMAT will give you, FREE, a
comparable roll of fresh, FOTOMAT film.
k>ff6r valid lor film brought In from August 23. 1962, through
ieptember 11, 1962. Offer good at all participating FOTOMAT
tores.
,- - .
No Coupon Necessary

MON — SAT

Mondays - 8:00 MacDonald East
(Piano Lounge)
Tuesdays - 8:00 Kohl Hali

for information call: 353-4073
352-2869
sponsored by
Bowling Green Church of Christ
17317 Haskins Rd
Slat* Ri 64
Bowing Green. Onto 43402
Assembles: Sunday a.m. - 9:00
Sunday p.m. - 6:00
Wed. p.m. - 730

At Command Performance!

HAIRSTYLING NOW
COSTS YOU LESS!
(Special Fall '82
Reduced Prices!)

TOE ^N

KArawui
1RTJY* •

LIFE TALK
a spiritual oasis
Let us share the life of Jesus
with you

352-7444

Save*20
~
on Siladium College Rings.
Every fine Siladium ring is
With the price ot fine icwelry
today, its good to know that ajew- cratted with careful attention to
elry-quality Siladium ring is now detail.'and backed by the
more affordable than ever Save— ArtCarved full Ulelime Warranty
and choose from a variety of Now. at these special savings, the
1
beautilul styles Then personalize value is exceptional Don't miss
your ring with custom options that this opportunity to get a beautilul
express your tastes, your inter- buy on a fine Siladium ring Visit
the ArtCarved Ring Table soon
ests, your achievements
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
August 30 10:00 Date September 2 jimp 4:00
Piaro Student Services Building
Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted

/fRRTfRVETJ
^v CLASS RWOS »C

Special Hours: 8:00 - 8:00 - August 30
■ - September I

Regular Hours: 8:00 - 5:00 Monday - Friday
9:00 - 5:00 Saturday

FREE styling consultations for men & women.
Come learn now we can make you look better!
Precision haircut w/
shampoo & styling
(Reg. $14)
Shampoo & styling
(Reg. $8)
Full permanent •
(Reg. $35)
Part'l permanent •
(Reg. $25)
Frosting •
(Reg. $35)
Color highlight •
(Reg. $20-$26)
Tinting •
(Reg. $«-$22)
• Haircut extra

SAVE $4!

Now only 910!

SAVE $3! Now only $5!
(Hot rollers or wet sets: $2 extra)

SAVE $10! Now only $25!
SAVE $7! Now only $18!
SAVE $10! Now only $25!
SAVE $5! Now only $15-$2U
SAVE $4! Now only $12-$18!
(Slight additional charge tor
beiow-shoulder-length hair)

Command Performance
The Hairstyling Place

Salon hours: 10-9 M-F, 9-7 Sat, 12-5 Sun Tel. 352-6516
1072 N. Main Street
Bowing Green, Ohio
Appointments available for perms & coloring.

HURRY! Sale Is for LIMITED TIME ONLY!
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Different strokes for different folks

Residence halls
offer alternative
dining programs

9

'Fitting in at BG no problem
- In high school, an individual of this type would have
been called a "hood" or
"druggie," but at college,
Right before your
"freaky" individuals are
mother left you in your
often classified as the "uldorm room she said,
tra-intellects."
"Study hard, write home
The main advantage of
once a week, and don't
becoming a member of this
worry about 'fitting in.'
unique category is the cost
Just be yourself and you'll
factor. The ultra-intellect
get along fine." And reway of life is very inexpenmembering the types of
people you saw on campus
sive.
at summer pre-registraTo become a hard-core
member of this unique cattion, you looked hopelessly
at your mother and said,
egory, you don't need
much money. Instead, you
should have a deep appre; first step involved in
1. The "Ultra-Intellect" ciation for the culture of
"fitting in" at the Univerthe 1960s, because most of
the clothes you wear
(Army/Navy Surplus and
Goodwill stores are the
main suppliers of the ultraintellecrs wardrobe), music you listen to and politics you discuss will come
out of this time period. An
acquired taste for chili
• Super Saver Fares
from the "Falcon's Nest"
is also a necessity.
• Charters, Tours and Cruises
Although becoming a
it Immediate Air and Rail
well-read individual is not
necessary (deep disTicketing
cussions in the Union will
provide the basis for most
• Travelers Checks and Travel
of your knowledge), a philosophy or classic literaInsurance
ture book will definitely
enhance your status
among your fellow intel414 E. Wooster, B.O.
lects.
2. The "Campus RahI TRAVEL
362-6276
Rah" - A true "campus
ICENTER
rah-rah" cannot be hidden,
cannot stand still and will
"Free Service to Everyone'
not shut up.
sity is deciding which category of students you wish
to be placed. Don't worry
about not being categorized due to a lack of finances or time. Just like
the circus, BG has something for everyone, including a category entitled
'"n»e Misfits," where all
the leftover, uncategorized
students are placed.
Through extensive research, we have been been
able to identify five basic
categories of students at
the University:

by Marcla Sloan
attlatant copy editor

for

<®>

FROM DETROIT TO JAPANWE SERVICE YOUR BRAND!
ALL AMERICAN & IMPORTED CARS

WITH THIS AD ...
Front End Alignment
Penmoit t Filter Change*
'diesels extra

*1 2.99
11.99

$

PKNrfzOIL

OUIS1ANDINO
IN Mli
MUD!

If you are considering
joining the ranks of the
''rah-rahs," there are a
few important elements of
this lifestyle which need to
be emphasized:
• Forget about academic life. You will be
majoring in extra-curricular activities with a special concentration in
socialization skills, allowing very little time for anything trivial like attending
class or doing homework.
• The appointment calendar of a "campus rahrah" rivals that of a physician. This means that although most everyone will
know who you are, your
hectic schedule may make
it difficult for you to really
get to know any of them.
• Memorize the names
of all the chief administrators, campus organizations
and other "campus rahrahs" so everyone will be
impressed with you when
you speak. Make sure you
use as many adjectives as
possible. A typical onesided "rah-rah' conversation will start off with, "I
have the absolute, Greatest
news to tell you. Just before the tea the other night,
I was in the president's
office to check on the latest
RSA-BSU-UAO-LSU-COCO
activity...."
Preppy and fad fashions
are the usual attire of
"rah-rahs."
3. The "Campus Jock" Same make, same brand.

Counsel —
.. . from page 16

adjunct to counseling. Personal and career testing
can help students define
their abilities and interests
in such areas as deciding
on a major, Carek said.
In addition, the center
provides a counsultation
service to students ■
"For example, if a student
has a roommate who is

by Mike Towle

A partier-to-be should
also keep In mind that in
addition to purchasing
large quantities of liquid
refreshments, you will
need a large, loud stereo
system (this will be a main
conversation piece at all
your parties) and your record collection should be
continually updated.
Clothing for the partier
is composed of the essential T-shirt emblazoned
with the partier's favorite
saloon or rock group (another great conversation
starter - "Hey man, were
you at the Seger concert in
76?") and a pair of
slightly faded jeans.

and same stereotype as the
high school jock. The only
major difference between
high school "jocks" and
their college equivalents is
that in high school they had
to prove they were athletic. A population of 16,000
lets many non-athletic individuals fake their way to
"jockdom" merely by
wearing sporting attire
and mimicking the walk of
a true athlete.
To be placed in this category, don the sweatpants,
Adidas shirts and shoes
and headband. Also, keep a
tennis racket by your side.
(If you can't play, decline
offers politely by saying
you are on your way to, or
from, the court.)
A genuine interest in
Saturday afternoon, Sunday afternoon and Monday
night football will also help
you appear to be an authentic athlete.
4. "Joe-and-Josie-Partler" - The first to arrive at
Howard's and the last to
leave Downtown, this individual is the hard-core,
beer-drinking, rock-androller of the campus.
A word of advice to the
incoming "Joe-and-JosiePartiers - if you want to
play this role and stay in
college, natural intelligence, money and understanding roommates are
recommended because
heavy partying is often a
time-consuming, headache-involving process.

5. The "Misfits" - The
category for those who,
after reading the other descriptions, remain uncategorized.
If you are a "misfit,"
you can wear, do or think
whatever you like provided
it is not included in one of
the other category descriptions. Since this is not
usually possible, "misfits"
instead are often individuals who really should be
called "category jumpers." These are students
who do things like play
tennis while wearing a
rock concert T-shirt, and
then go to the Union to eat
chili. It's all very confusing, and most of these people are clearly
unidentifiable.

depressed and that student
doesn't know what to do,
we can help them help
their roommate," Carek
said.
The Counseling and Career Development Center
is located at 320 Student
Services Building.
The psychological Services Center, located in the
Psychology Department,

provides services to students through its doctoral
training program. Participants in the program are
trained to help University
students through diagnostic evaluations, treatment
of behavior disorders
through psychotherapy,
behavior therapy, biofeedback and marriage counseling.

staff reporter

So, you are freshmen at
the University now. Out in
the cold cruel world all by
yourselves. And worst of
all, you are miles away
from mom's kitchen. Life
gets tough when you get to
college.
Well cheer up, you don't
have to eat every meal in
your residence hall cafeterias. You can use food coupons in several campus
eateries that specialize in a
variety of foods to satisfy
your hungry palate.
"We changed from the
all you can eat - or all you
can waste, I should say form of dining back in
1971," James Corbit, director of University Food
Services, said.
The Towers Inn Restaurant, located in McDonald
dining hall offers formal,
full-course dinners. Towers is a nice place to take a
date or friend. Instead of
standing in a long cafeteria
line, you sit down and enjoy a meal served by a
waitress. The menu includes prime rib, king crab
legs, all-you-can-eat salad
bar and several homemade desserts. The Towers Inn is open from 4:15 to
6:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
For the vegetarian or
natural food fancier, "Dining For A Small Planet"
may curb your appetite.
The restaurant is located
in the Pheasant Room, on
the second floor of the University Union. "Dining For
A Small Planet" offers a
wide variety of fresh fruits
and vegetables, along with
various poultry and seafood items. It is open Tuesday through Thursday,
from 4-6 D.m.
THE UNIVERSITY'S
version of "Sunday morning breakfast with Mom"
is served every weekend at
The Strawberry Patch, in
Harshman Quadrangle. In
fact, the only thing missing
is Mom.
The restaurant is open
on the weekends and offers

FIRST ANNUAL REC CLUB
10 K RUN
Saturday September 25, 1982

both breakfast and lunch.
The breakfast menu includes pancakes, waffles
and crepes. The specialty
of the house is, of course,
strawberry pancakes
(fluffy buttermilk pancakes smothered in a fresh
strawberry sauce). For
dinner you can dine on
steak and eggs, chicken,
omelettes, dinner crepes
and fresh-from-the-garden
salads. The Strawberry
Patch is ooen everv Saturday and Sunday from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m., and from 4-6
p.m.
O.O.G.'s Salad Bar is
prepared to pamper the
appetites of those who like
to pile high the lettuce, and
stack on extra toppings.
O.O.G.'s is located in
Founders Dining Hall and
its selection of salads and
dressings are sold by the
ounce.
The University's Delicatessen is open Sunday
through Thursday from 11
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and 6:30
to 11 p.m.. The Deli offers a
wide variety of sandwiches, bagels and assorted ice cream desserts.
Almost anything you can
put between two slices of
bread can be found at the
deli, which is located in
McDonald Quadrangle.
FOR THE after-theparty crowd (or even the
middle-of-the-party
crowd), the Amami and
Mid-American Room
snack bars are conveinently open from 6 p.m. to
midnight. They offer such
items as hamburgers, hotdogs, subs and pizza. A
variety of ice-cream desserts are also available.
The Mid-American Room
is located in the middle of
Harshman Quadrangle,
and the Amami can be
found under the Commons
dinine facility.
WITH ALTERNATE
dining, you can break the
boredom of eating in the
same places all the time
and eat at any campus
restaurant for the same
price you would pay in
•your residence hall cafeterias, Corbit said.

for all your
service needs!

214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195

DISHOP DATSUN

"NOW RENTING"

Rt. 25, 2 miles north of B.G.

Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9-12 & 1-4:30

3535271

* EFFICIENCIES
* 1 BEDROOM
* 2 BEDROOM
* FURNISHED OR
UNFURNISHED

US OUR

INFLATION
CLIPPING SALE

Inquire about special rates
Laundry facilities available
Qas heat
Party room
Swimming pool
Sauna
Game room
All Rtsidtntt Art Ortnltd Tht Pmlltgt ol t Mtmbtrthlp
To Tht Chtrrywood HttHh Spt
~~r3

FEED FOUR FOR ONLY 5.40

Alliance
Church
Christian &
Missionary
Alliance

Use All Four Coupons At Once Or One At A Time

— COUPON —

• 2 pieces of chicken
I -potatoes and gravey •roll
l
l
I

1

— COUPON —
• 2 pieces of chicken
l potatoes and gravey • roll

$1.3501 |$1.35
■

wiamio*

•
Expires Sept. 12, 1982
k.__ ______________

"—"COUPON —
• 2 pieces of chicken
I -potatoes and gravey- roll

| MWIM btflk

|
L

1161 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green

Expires Sept. 12, 1982

""Z"COUPON~—
• 2 pieces of chicken
I .potatoes and gravey .roll

* Christ

* Biblical Teaching
* Missions Oriented

$1.35? I l$1.35

raictmioa |

i toniMun'

Expires Sept 12, 1982

3

Meadowview Court
Apartments

Expires Sept. 12, 1982

•

"ftt fingerUckin'good

K«ntduj fried ^kidctK
BOWLING GREEN DRIVE-THRU NOW OPEN
Sun-Thurs Until 10 p.m.
1020 N. Main
Fri & Sat Until 10:30 p.m.
352-2061

• FREMONT
• PORT CLINTON

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Evening Service 6 p.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting 7 p.m.
Nursery Provided At All Services

Pastor Rev. Harold Donis
352-3623
354-1845
Church
Parsonage
>"""■■■
imiiiim
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Olscamp

iroup offers variety

UAO plans campus activities
1962-83 school year include a lot about the topic of the variety of people, from up 25 years, and during the
Kenny Loggins in concert mini-course, but ne'd also perclassmen to faculty spring semester the orgaon September 18, and the get out of the dorm, learn members."
nization will hold it's quarUAO has been in exis- ter-of-a-century
From movies to mini- Right Honorable Sally Op- something without being
courses, lectures to coffee- penheim, a British digni- graded on it and meet a tence at the University for celebration.
houses, the University Ac- tary, to speak on October 5.
tivities Organization plans
Connie Wing, director of
educational and entertaining programs for students the campus films committee said her committee will
throughout the year.
With over 500 members, continue to have free
UAO is the largest organi- Thursday night movies in
zation on campus, and Gish Theatre as well as the
according to UAO Director weekend movies which are
Tom Misuraca, the organi- shown in the University
zation is responsible for Hall Main Auditorium and
Cming programs in five
the Math-Science Building.
ic areas.
"This fall our Thursday
"UAO is made up of night series will be focusvolunteer students who ing on film successes of the
plan social, educational, 19M's," she said. "We'll be
cultural, recreational and showing movies like The
entertaining programs for Wizard of Oz and Gone
the campus community," With the Wind."
he said.
SOME OF THE weekMisuraca added, however, that to UAO mem- end movies planned for fall
bers, the organization can semester include Star
be a lot more than just Wars, Shampoo and Death
Trap.
planning programs.
Although specific dates,
"BEING A MEMBER of prices and locations have
yet
to be determined, Misan organization like this
can be a real educational uraca said the other UAO
experience," he said. "In a committees will also be
lot of ways, it's an intro- planning a variety of trips
duction into the real world and programs for the Fall
because of the planning, semester.
budgeting and dealing with
"Until the directors get
agents we have to do in
order to plan our events. their committees orgaStudents nave to take re- nized, a lot of the fine desponsibility for all that- tails cannot be planned,"
both the successes and the he said. "I'm sure we will
be doing a lot of our tradifailures."
For UAO members to tional events like the
plan programs in the spe- spring break trip to Florcific areas they are most ida, local talent perforinterested in, the 500 mem- mances in the Union
bers are divided into 14 Sidedoor, and the minicourses, as well as some
separate committees.
new programs."
"Committees are where
Paul Jones, a four year
the bulk of the work is
done," UAO President member of UAO, suggests
Rick Reeder said. "They freshmen take part in UAO
also give the students a activities as a way of adchance to work in an area justing to college hie.
they have special interests
"There are so many proin, and in some cases, deal
directly with their college grams we offer that are not
major. For example, only educational in some
someone interested in ad- respect b^are^aUyJun
vertising or publishing
may want to work on the freshman would sign up for Among the many events UAO sponsors is the OX Roast which Is held each
publications committee, a mini-course, for exam- spring. Live bands are featured along with hot-air balloon rides and a dunking
while someone who really pie, not only would he learn booth.UAO also sponsors other events throughout the year such as rock
concerts, Mardi Gras and skiing trips.
enjoys the outdoors may
want to join the outdoor n-r» i a rim nnr»-» nimmmnmm nil I ■
recreation committee."
by Marcla Sloan
assistant copy editor

OLSCAMP IS WORKING on a proposal to enhance the role of the
Faculty Senate in governing the University, which
he will deliver to the Board
of Trustees in late September, along with a list of
additional revisions to the
University's Charter.
Olscamp is currently
serving a personal commitment scheduled before
he was named president,
and he is scheduled to return to the University September 15. Upon his
return, Olscamp has
planned to hold a General
Convocation for the entire
University, at which time
he will present a major
address and answer questions.
Olscamp's academic
history has given him a
broad background on
which to work as he tries to
keep the University afloat
amidst state and national

budget cuts and an economic recession.
Olscamp was born on
August 29, 1937 in Montreal, Canada, and he is a
United States citizen. He
received Bachelor's and
Master's degrees from the
University of Western Ontario in 1958 and 1960, respectively. Olscamp
received his Ph.D. from
the University of Rochester in 1962. His specialty is
philosophy, and he has had
19 articles and four books
published.
OLSCAMP BEGAN his
teaching career as an instructor at Ohio State University in 1962. He served
as assistant professor
(1963), associate professor
(1966) and associate dean
(1969) during his stay at
OSU. In 1970, Olscamp
moved on to Roosevelt University, where he served
as vice president for academic affairs, dean of faculties and professor of
philosophy.
In 1972, Olscamp's career took a step forward
when he accepted a job as
professor of philosophy

and executive assistant to
the chancellor and president of Syracuse University. In 1973, he was moved
up into the office of vice
chancellor for student programs, an office he retained along with his
professorship until he left
Syracuse in 1975.
That departure was to
Bellingham, Wash., where
he served for seven years
as president, as well as a
professor of philosophy of
Western Washington University. During that time,
Olscamp served as chairman of the American
Council on Education
(1978) and served as a delegate to Poland for the
American Association of
State Colleges and Universities.
OLSCAMP SAID he
plans to continue teaching
philosophy at the University despite the workload
of the presidency. An avid
sailor, lie also will retain a
vacation home in Bellingham, and he said he plans
to sail on Lake Erie as
well.

BACK TO COLLEGE
Head back to class wtth a classy new look.
1/2 PRICE HAIRCUTS

or
%^ 1/3 OFF AMY PERM OVER $25
(Haircut included)

Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri - 9-5

LET YOUR GOOD LOOKS GO TO YOUR HEAD}

Thurs • 9-8
Sat - 8-3

1028 South Main I
(Murphy Mart Plaza)

clip this coupon and
bring it with you

352-9344

SWUNG SALON

WELCOME STUDENTS
• We are starting nur 1 8th year
• We are well known for our eggs
omelets and pancakes
• We have weekday breakfast, lunch
and dinner specials.

WELCOME BGSU STUDENTS

Although the 14 committees generally meet separately, Reeder said on
some occasions all 500
UAO members join together to plan activities.
"HOMECOMING AND
Mardi Gras both involve
all of the committees working closely together and
this year, it will even take
more group cooperation in
Claiming a successful
omecoming because
we're hoping to change it
from what it has been in
the past," be said. "We
don't have any specific
elans for it yet, but we'd
ke to offer a wider variety
of activities to involve
more students."
Other events UAO has
already planned for the

... from page 12
eluding salaries and all
University expenditures
and accounts. Those figures are made available at
the Library.

• We have 12 varieties of sandwiches.

PURCELL'S BIKE SHOP HAS EVERYTHING
FOR YOUR BIKING NEEDS:

• Our dinner choices include:
steak, shrimp, chicken and fish

• NEW AND USED BICYCLES
Oola.gh

N„h,k,

P.ugot

Iraki

• Our FREE banquet room seats 40

• FULL LINE OF BICYCLE ACCESSORIES
• COMPLETE & INEXPENSIVE BIKE REPAIR SERVICE
• ROLLER SKATE RENTAL

Clock Restaurant and Pancake House

•GET ACQUAINTED SPECIAL: FALL BIKE TUNE UP
BRAKES, GEARS, WHEELS, ETC. LUBED AND ADJUSTED
ONLY $10.00
flrtml fir la,t.luJ>
lo /*# htl coohU

to a mrllaae

tine* frmiulm* I

a ,«,L,

io« off iL•Ml*
lr.mll wLn

L. iki,

•upon

-J

BOWIING GRfcEN OH
- II

PuTceWs
131 W. WOOSTtRST.
(DOWNTOWN) 332-6264

;-::.::::::.:::::

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

kw.

Sun bom'

ffOput.
i ""(("I

412 EAST WOOSrrR

COME IN AND CHECK US OUT

NOW OPEN !!

I

I

WOOSTER
WINE CARRY-OUT

I

425 E. WOOSTER

HAPPY HOURS £2pamm
LOWENBRAU ON DRAFT

t COURT

—o-

Pagliai's EAST

OPEN TIL 1:00 a.m.
TIL MIDNIGHT ON SUNDAYS

goes one step farther and offers
FRESHMEN FREE bottomless soda
when ad is returned (minimum $3.00 purchase)
(Inside Only)

FREE JUKEBOX during

SAVE ON RETURNABLE BEER BOTTLES

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

Cm&a

• Pizza Thick & Thin: 10" 12" 14"
• 10 different subs: 4" 7" 21"
• Fresh Salad Bar
• Homemade Soup Daily
• Tangy Tacos
• Nachos with cheese or beef & cheese
• Lasagna, meat and cheese shells and
..Spaghetti dinners with salad & garlic bread
• Chef, Vegetarian and Taco Salads

co«o<;<>y

* WE SELL HIGH BEER
& WINE ON SUNDAY

HOME OF BOTTOMLESS
POP

I &£'$&

BOOSTER COIN LAUNDRY\
(LOCATED IN REAR OF
WOOSTER WINE SHOP) ^
tf&
fl«

1

FREE DELIVERY STARTING 11 A.M.

I.

SUN — WED 11:00-1:00 a.m.
THURS - SAT 11:00-2:00 a.m.

440 E. Court
352-1596

I
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The KEY. If s YOU.
ft

□ I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK

Soc. Sec. No..

ORDER YOUR
1983 KEY
NOW ■"■■
"^

Charg* th« cost 1*13 95) to my
account Do not pay for your book
until you ara bttkd by tha Bursar.

□ I WONT BE HERE
in S.pl.mb.r. 1983. M.il my
book to th. addon on tho back of
thii c»rd and bM IM »3 00

SAVE $2.00 NOW!
Price goes up Jan. 1983

SEND OR BRING TO THE KEY OFFICE, 310 STUDENT SERVICES

SENIORS! Sign up starting September
20 for your senior picture!
KEY Office

310 Student Services

372-0086

SPORTS

Photos by Al Fuchs

Shoot
for the top
Bowling Green athletics can be outstanding and exciting as they shoot for
the top, especially when the students
turn out in large numbers to support the
Falcons. Whether it's a scamper upfield
in football (above), a diving stop in
soccer (below), a blocked layup attempt
in basketball (right) or a game-winning
goal in hockey (far right), BG's sports
teams hold a competitive edge over
their opponents.
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Gregory takes the reins

New AD busily prepares for athletic future
by Joe Menzer
sports editor

cerely. I'm still an Easterner* so
it's unusual to meet so many
friendly people," he said with a
smile. ''It you walk down the street
in Philadelphia or New York, people don't come up to you and say
Tiey, welcome to town.' "

Bowling Green's new athletic
director, 53-year old Jack Gregory,
is admittedly tired. Since assuming
the University's AD position 13
days ago, Gregory has been an
extremely busy man.
"It's very difficult for me right
now. There are a million things in
my mind I want to do; a million
things I want to accomplish. But I
' have to be realistic about it - it's
already August 24 and I'm only
serving my fifth day in office," he
said last week.
Gregory faces numerous challenges as the University's new AD.
An unusual number of vacancies on
the athletic department staff must
be filled; BG's football team - and
the whole Mid-American Conference for that matter - is struggling
to be reclassified Division PA by
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA); and the nation's sagging economy continues
to affect tne University's athletic
budget.

AS A FORMER collegiate head
football coach at three institutions
and a former member of the Green
Bay Packers' player personnel department, Gregory has a solid,
diverse background.
Gregory graduated from East
Stroudsburg State College in East
Stroudsburg, Pa., in 1952 and later
earned his master's degree in
physical education from Temple
University.
"Fortunately, I knew what I
wanted to do all my life -1 wanted
to coach. I was also fortunate in
that I was a head coach for most of
my career," Gregory said.
He coached football, track and
wrestling at the high school level
for seven years before returning to
East Stroudsburg for his first collegiate football head coaching job.

BUT GREGORY is no stranger
to such challenges. As associate
athletic director at Yale for the last
four years, Gregory was responsible for generating income and managing the operation of that
university's 33-varsity-sports pro?'am. He also helped coordinate
ale schedules and manage the
athletic staff there.
Gregory was selected for his
new position from among more
than 80 applicants reviewed by a
University search and screening
committee.
"I'm really impressed with this
University, and I say that sin-

SIX YEARS LATER, Gregory
was named assistant football coach
at Navy, and in 1967 he became
head coach at Villanova. In 1969, he
took the head coaching Job at
Rhode Island, where he coached
for seven years before joining the
Packers of the National Football
League in 1976. He compiled a
career head coaching record of 132
wins and 69 losses.
"I got a taste for administration
in the (Packers') player personnel
field - it's certainly different than
coaching," Gregory said.
Gregory stayed with the Packers for two years before joining

Yale's administrative staff. Now,
Gregory has made the full swing
from coach to administrator ana
says he is ready to tackle the
problems that face BG's athletic
department.
APPARENTLY, the most overbearing problem that confronts
him is BG's desire to have its
football program reclassified to
Division I-A. The NCAA seems to
have an equal desire to keep the
MAC classified at I-AA.
"I think it's important for us to
be in Division I-A. If Division I-A
stands for excellence as an institution, then we qualify by all standards," Gregory said. "And if we
are a Division I-A institution, I do
not want anybody telling us we
aren't.
"I've got a little bit of a fear that
the NCAA may not significantly be
Elaying the role that they should
e. If they start thinking dollar
signs ahead of the students, they
are just beating their own bush.
"The thing that scares me is that
if they start thinking that dollars
and numbers are more important
than the student-athlete, then they
are defeating the whole purpose of
collegiate athletics."
THE MAC, which was demoted
to Division I-AA by the NCAA last
winter, can appeal the decision
after this season. To remain in
Division I-A, the NCAA requires a
school to have a stadium that seats
a minimum of 30,000 and/or an
average home attendance of at
least 17,000 every fourth year.
The University has added about
5,000 bleacher seats in Doyt Perry
Field's north end zone to boost the
stadium's capacity to above the

required 30,000. If the MAC'S appeal after this season is denied by
the NCAA, the conference cannot
appeal again until 1965.
Six of the MAC'S ten teams must
be declared I-A for the conference
as a whole to qualify. Right now,
Toledo and Central Michigan are
the only I-A MAC schools.
"WE NEED student support
now more than ever," Gregory
said. "There are (NCAA) attendance criteria be met, and our
student body can help get us over
that. I would like us to have as
much involvement with the whole,
total community as possible."
Gregory also said that he would
like to eventually set up a student
advisory committee that would offer suggestions to the athletic department.
"I want to get a student athletic
advisory committee together that
would be made up strictly of students. I think the students play the
most important role in collegiate
athletics and I want their thoughts
and feelings about our department," he said.
For now, Gregory is busy
enough trying to accomplish immediate things. But he does have
some long-range goals in mind for
the University's athletic department.
"My philosophy may stem in
part from my previous image of
the University, he said. "I nave
always thought that this was a very
pure, very solid, clean athletic
program that has a great deal of
respect from others throughout the
country and a tradition of success.
My goals are to uphold those traditions."

BG Mews photos/Jerry Cattaneo

Jack Gregory

Falcon soccer players strive
to continue consistent ways
by Tom Hlsek
sports reporter

Photo by Al Fuchs
Bowling Green's soccer team hopes to keep Ms record of consistency.

The word "consistency," can have two meanings in
the world of sports.
In a derogatory sense, it can describe the Cleveland
Indians who have played exactly .500 baseball the past
four years and are a good bet to flounder in mediocrity
for the rest of their existence. But Bowling Green soccer,
also with a consistent record, is lending the word a much
better definition.
Under the tutelage of fifth-year coach Gary Palmisano, only the second coach in the University's 17-year
history of varsity soccer, the Falcons had one of their
best seasons ever last year, and finished above the .500
mark for the eleventh time in the past 12 years.
After getting off to a blistering 7-0-1 start last season,
the Falcons lost four of their last five games en route to
an 11-7-1 record, but along the way they set four school
records. New marks were set for most victories (11),
most goals (49), most assists (36) and most shutouts (9).
A MAJOR REASON for the continued success of the
kickers should be the return of 14 of 18 letterwinners from
last year's team. Add to that a veteran goalie who has
started 50 consecutive games, and BG has a good chance
to qualify for the NCAA tournament for the first time
since 1973. That year, the team was led by a goalkeeper
named Palmisano, who still holds the BG records for
lowest average in a season (0.78 goals per game), and a
career (1.00).
"We're stronger this year than last. We have the
largest group of returning players that we've had in the
past five years. With the Blend of senior class maturity
and freshman class enthusiasm this will be a very good
team," Palmisano said.
With 11 players on the field, Palmisano said that no
one player can be expected to carry the load for the
whole team. But with veterans at key positions and a
good recruiting class who will hopefully lend some talent,

the Falcons have a good shot at a high finish in the Ohio
rankings.
NO ONE WAS more responsible for last year's successful season than goalie Joe Koury, who recorded six
shutouts in the first seven games of last season. Koury
established three school records for himself last year,
including a school-record 17 career shutouts. Sophomores Bob Parent and Kim Bucher are the reserve
goaltenders.
The biggest question on the defensive side of the field
is who will play the center back position, according to
Palmisano. Sophomore Joe Barros who has the size and
is one the team's best defenders, will be battling freshman David Ward from Barbados, who played for his
country's national all-star team.
Charlie Thomas, at 6-foot-4, 175 pounds, will be the
anchor of the defense from his sweeper back position,
where he started all of last year's games. Bart Markel,
voted Most Improved Player last year, will be at the
wingback position, where sophomore Pat Kenney is
expected to take up the other spot. Mike Miller and Brian
Yeardley, who was Miami's Rookie of the Year last
season before they dropped their soccer program, will
fill in the other defensive slots.
NEIL RIDGWAY, last year's MVP, set school records
last season by chalking up 12 goals and 29 points. He will
be starting at center midfielder where his excellent ball
handling skills made him one of only three sophomores to
make the All-Mideast Soccer Team last year. Drew
Dawson and Archie Edgar will be the other midfielders.
At the striker position, "we have the most depth up
front where we have seven solid strikers we can use,
Palmisano said. Seniors Don Popp, who has a chance to
become BG's leading scorer this year and Bob Theoplilus, the third highest scorer last year, will shore up the
offense.

MAC coaches put no faith in preseason polls
Although he professes to have no
superstitions, Bowling Green football
coach Denny Stolz almost certainly
breathed a sigh of relief when the
Mid-American Conference media's
preseason poll was announced
earlier this month at Kings Island.
For the past seven years, being the
media's top pre-season pick has been
a kiss of death in the MAC. .
Thus, when it was announced that
the Falcons were picked second rather than first as they were in
Playboy magazine - Stolz must have
been relieved.

Hill, N.C., but that game has now
been moved back to Thanksgiving

SIDELINE
by Joe Menzer
Sports Editor

MAC record last season was good
enough for third place, received seven
first place votes and had 500 total
points. The Rockets, whose only MAC
loss was a 38-0 shellacking by the
Falcons last season, also received
The dubious honor of being tabbed seven first place votes bat totaled just
490 points.
as the conference favorite went
Rounding out the rest of the
instead to Miami, who snared 33 of 63
possible first place votes and tallied conference picks were Western
Michigan
(360); Ball State (265);
575 points in the poll. BG nabbed 15
Northern Illinois (262); Kent State
first place votes and totaled 517
(227); Ohio University (193); and
points.
Eastern Michigan (76). Northern
Illinois received the remaining first
"It doesn't surprise me. You (the
place vote.
media) picked the top four pretty
The Falcons open their season
close to now I would nave picked
against Ohio at 1 p.m., this Saturday,
them," Stolz said.
at Doyt Perry Field. Originally, BG
Rounding out those top four picks
were Central Michigan anddefending was to open against nationally-ranked
North Carolina on Sept. 11 in Chapel
champion Toledo. CMU, whose 7-2

Day.

Now we don't have to face the
possibility of getting blown out right
at the start of the season, like we did
last year at Baylor," Stolz said. "We
have been one of the most ambitious
schedulers in the conference.
"I'm really glad we moved the
North Carolina game back. The only
place I'd rather nave it is further
down - like off the schedule."
The Tar Heels requested that the
game be moved back, so that they
could play Pittsburgh in a nationally
televised game on Sept. 11. The
Falcons, in turn, asked OU to play on
Sept. 4, rather than on the regularly
scheduled Sept. 25 date.
Both the Falcons, who finished
fourth with a 54-1 MAC record last
season, and the Redskins, who were
second with a 6-1-1 mark, now have
favorable schedules - but in different
ways.
By virtue of its North Carolina
schedule switch, BG will have open
dates on the weekends following the
OU game and the Sept. 18 Central
Michigan game in Mt. Pleasant,

Mich. That will give the Falcons time
to lick any wounds those two
opponents might inflict on them.
But, on the other hand, BG must
play all of the MAC's top contenders
on the road - with its most important
games (at Central, at Miami and at
Toledo, respectively) taking place
within the first six games.
Meanwhile, the Redskins not only
play the Falcons on home turf, but
also will host CMU and UT in 1982.
MAC MIDI*
PM-UASON PICKS
Miami (33)
Bowling Oroon (13)
Central Michigan (7)
Tolmdo (7)
W—tfn Michigan
Ball Start
Northern Illinois
Kenr Slaf
Ohio
Eattorn Michigan

575
SIT
500
490
360
365
262
227
143
76

(First place votes in parentheses)

MU therefore has what appears to be
a much easier road schedule than BG,
CMUorUT.

"It's still no picnic to play on the
road, but this kind of a schedule is
nice," MU head coach Tom Reed
admitted.
Still, none of the MAC coaches
seem to put much stock in the preseason polls, and Reed was
particularly unimpressed that his
Redskins were picked to win it.
"I could say all the same old crap;
it's an honor and all that, but we just
want to do it at the end of the season,"
he said. "In the Big Ten or the Pac-10,
you've got about a 50-50 chance of
picking who will win. But in this
conference, it's like trying to pick the
winner of a horse race before the
race."
All of the MAC coaches attest to the
conference's balance and point out
that anything can happen in this
league, which has been demoted to
Division I-AA by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association for at
least the 1982 season.
The winner of the MAC regular
season title receives an automatic bid
to the California Bowl in Fresno,
Calif., to face the winner of the
Pacific Coast Athletic Conference.
Toledo scored a thrilling 27-25 victory
for the MAC in the first-ever
California Bowl last season, over

then-nationally-ranked San Jose
State.
The PCAA remains classified
Division I-A in the NCAA, however,
and that could have an effect on the
California Bowl sometime in the
future. The California Bowl will not be
affected by the MAC's NCAA reclassification this season.
For the Falcons, who have
appeared in just one bowl game in the
school's history, the seasonal outlook
is the best they have had in years.
Injuries to numerous players early
last season forced Stolz to play
several inexperienced players. Those
players now nave valuable game
experience and give BG tremendous
depth.
Stolz says that the schedule switch,
the added depth, and momentum
from last year - in which the Falcons
won five of their last six games -make
his squad a legitimate MAC title
contender this season.
"We had some momentum at the
end of the season. I think that has
carried over with the team, as well as
with the media," he said. "It's really
been a problem of overscheduling for
us in the past. We've got a real chance
for a better start with the schedule we
have this season."
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Changes hit athletic department
coach for 11 seasons, left the University to take an associate athletic
director's position at Ball State.
• Charlie Parker, the men's assistant basketball coach since
1977, left to become head basketball coach at Wayne State.
• Assistant trainers Denny Corbin and Jane Steinberg left the
University to take positions at
Western Michigan ana Tennessee,
respectively. Corbin is now WMU's
head trainer and Steinberg is Tennessee's head women's trainer.
• Bob Boxell, assistant sports
information director for the last
three years at the University, left
to take the head sports information
director's position at the University of Evansville.
• Barb Brown, an administrative
assistant, has returned to her

by Joe Menzer
»port» editor

A stack of outdated Bowling
Green athletic department press
releases sits on a shelf in the athletic director's outer office.
Although one particular release
listing BG's athletic department
staff is only outdated by one year,
its appearance seems almost archaic when one considers all the
changes that occurred in the athletic department staff within the
past year:
• James Lessig, University athletic director for the last four
years, left Bowling Green to assume the AD's position at Kansas
in May and was replaced by Jack
Gregory over the summer.
• Don Purvis. BG's head baseball

hometown in Fairfax County, Va.,
and will not be replaced, according
to University Sports Information
director Allan Cnamberlin.
• John Piper, BG's men's golf
coach for 13 years, retired at the
end of last spring's season and was
replaced by A.J. Bonar, who also
coaches the University's women's
team.
• Other changes were brought
about by the termination of four
varsity sports last spring. BG will
no longer field teams in wrestling,
field hockey, and men's and women's indoor track.
"I think before I even signed my
contract, I was interviewing somebody (for one of the open positions)," said Gregory, who has
been in office for just over a week.
Most of the open positions should

' 'When people look at the coaches
we have here, I want them to
recognize them as excellent in
their respective fields. That
doesn't mean someone needs the
credentials of a Bear Bryant to
become a coach here, but he has to
have the talent, skill and ability to
possibly become his own 'Bear
Bryant sometime in the future."

Fall golf different for each BG participant
by Tom Hlsek
sports reporter

Fall has entirely different meanings to the members of Bowling Green's
men's and women's golf
teams. For the BG men, it
is essentially a preparation
for the long spring season,
but for the BG women it
means trying to reach the
NCAA championship in a
season which is little more
than a month long.
Gone this year will be
the familiar lace of John
Piper, who last year
stepped aside from his 13year position as men's
coach to devote more time
to teaching as an associate
professor of Health Education in the University's
School of HPER.
A.J. Bonar, who
coached the BG women
golfers and was the men's
assistant coach last season, will assume the task of

coaching both teams this
year.
The BG men will have
an abbreviated fall season,
consisting of only two tournaments, both in October.
Bonar said he uses the fall
tournaments to determine
the spring's top golfers and
also who will be making
the spring trip to North
Carolina.
HAVING LOST only one
player to graduation, the
BG men will have eight
players returning this
seaon with at least one
year of tournament experience under their belts
Junior Jean Larochelle
should be the Falcons top
golfer after averaging 76.1
strokes per round last year
to lead trie team in that
category. He was the team
medalist in his first collegiate tournament as a BG
golfer.
Leading the returning
seniors will be Mike

t

Welcome Back
Students!

nnacys HAIR IN
Back-to-School Special

Dzienny (78), who had the
team's third lowest average last season, finishing
behind the departed senior, Gary Battistoni. Brad
Turner, who was runnerup in the 1978 Michigan
state high school tournament, and Al Paonessa,
who transferred from Arizona three years ago,
should also be making important contributions.
THE OTHER upperclassman on the squad,
junior Dan Connelly (78.1),
is a former Ohio state high
school champion. The rest

DAVY JONES LOCKER
PET SHOP

be filled by the end of this week,
according to Cnamberlin, and Gregory said last week that he was
wrapping up the extensive interviewing processes.
"I'm not the greatest philosopher
in the world, but I will say this
without hesitation - I want the
very, very best people in this department that we can get," Gregory said.

of the squad members with
tournament experience
are sophomores Randy
Stocke (78.1), Pat Shaw
(78.8), a former Massachusetts state golf champion,
and Brad Meek (79.5),
whose brother, Bryan, is a
defensive back on the Falcon football team. Guy
Newton and David
Plassman are the freshman recruits.
The women Falcons will
be trying to fill a void left
by the graduation of five
seniors from last season's
team. But Bonar said that

he feels that the team has
enough strength from current team members, and
an exceptionally strong
freshman class, to be
much improved over last
year's squad.
"Both freshmen (Claire
Batista and Terri Gruner),
were the number one players on their boy's high
school teams," Bonar said.
Shelley Dye, the only
senior on the team, is coholder of the best 18-hole
score ever by a BG woman
golfer, with a round of 73.

WELCOMES INCOMING FRESHMEN
We have a large selection of aquarium
supplies & tropical fish as well as
small animals, birds & reptiles
located downtown for your convenience.

Down Town BG's Onlv Full Line Pet Shop
3s!iM5*'n

STOP IN FOR OUR

Within walking distance from campus
MON-FRI 11-8 SAT 10 5 SUN CLOSED
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Levi's' Saddleman
boot cut denim jeans:
s
s
sale 12- 15
Save 25% on your favorite Levi's9 denim jeans, just in time for back-to-school

Shampoo, Hair-cut,
£ Blow Dry
reg. $ 15.00 Now $ 13.00
Aug. 30 - Sept 4
2nd Floor/352-5615
Use your Macy's Student
Charge Account III

We Invite Your Business

Art Students
We Stock Canvas
New Larger Stock

60"-8oz.
72"x10yd.-6oz.
Gesso
Blue Styrofoam
Foot Stools
Bench Hooks
Water Color Boards
Custom Mill work.

save 25%
Young men's Levi's? Boot cut or straight
leg styles in choice ot 100% cotton denim
or polyester/cotton corduroy Waist 28 38
Boot cut denim, reg $20. sale $15
Straight leg denim, reg $20 sale $15
Boot cut corduroy, reg $20. sale $15
Straight leg corduroy, reg $20. sale $15
Boys Levi's* 5-pocket boot cut leans
Polyester 'cotton 8-14 reg or slim, prep
waist 25-30, reg $16-$19. 12.00-14.25
Young Men s (0483), Boys (067 7)

Levis

Lumber & Hardware for Lofts
Pledge Paddles
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT
HANKtTS A NO WE APftECI ATE
YOU* SUSINESS
Eosy Walking Distance From Campus

HANKY'S
212 South Prospect
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Payne gets starting nod

Cmrft) FRIDAY in th. Him:

Palsgrove a proven winner

One 'Menz'

Opinion

by Keith Walther
assistant sports editor

Bowling Green's Davne Palsgrove admits
that he is not the world's greatest athlete. He
is not good at trying to be a flashy quarterback.
But there is one thing that he is wellequipped for - winning football games.
The 6-foot junior out of Northmont high
school in Dayton has had a past history of
success. In two seasons at Northmont, he led
his team to 20 consecutive victories. And, last
year, after taking over the starting quarterback position halfway through the season,
he led the Falcons to five wins in their last six
outings.
The road to collegiate success was a bumpy
one for Palsgrove, nowever.
"It took me 2^ years to get the position, so I
just hope I can do a good job," he said. "When
I first came here I just wanted to make the
traveling squad. I had a lot of weaknesses that
were keeping me from challenging for the
starting job. The main one was that my arm
was not a real strong one.
"SO, I LIFTED a lot of weights that next
summer (before last season) and the coaches
saw the improvement. I began splitting time
with Greg (Taylor) and then took over the job.
I'm really pretty lucky. I feel kind of sorry for
Greg, but still - I'm glad to be where I'm at."
Taylor is now the starting flanker for the
Falcons. The two are not begrudging each
other at all and even room together during
away games. Palsgrove even admits to not
being the better athlete of the two.
"Greg is a better all-around athlete than I
am. I nave a lot of respect for him. He's
probably the best athlete on the team," he
said without hesitation. "I don't think it was
not so much a change in quarterbacks but a

Sport* editor Jo« Menzer offers intight into the
world ot (port*, both local and international

BGSU STUDENTS RUN WITH ..

Unlike shoes, you can't buy new feel when (hey wear out
Thai's why NIKE makes shoes tor individuals Shoes tor Ihe
road. Ihe trails and models lor both For leel thai are flat or arched.
ng«l or fleuble Whether you chum oul 125 miles a week or run

a good km

So come tie one on And avoid a run in
with your feel

FREE

Bowling Green quarterback Dayne Palsgrove prepares to take a snap.
The Falcons open the season against Ohio University at 1:30 p.m., this
Saturday, at Doyt Perry Field.
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change in the style of our offense. With Greg,
we were more of an option ballclub. With me,
we have gone more to a dropback passing, Iformation, pro-type offense.
"I'M NOT AN outstanding athlete, but I
consider myself a good athlete. I don't have a
pro arm, but I do nave some things going for
me."
One of the assets that Palsgrove exhibits is
intelligence, according to Falcon head coach
Denny Stolz.
"He's a thinking man's quarterback," the
fifth-year coach said. "He has a good understanding of football and of our offense. He's
more of a conservative type of quarterback.
We won't run him that much on the option or
anything, but he can do other things well."
Palsgrove knows the Falcons are supposed
to win this season. He said he hopes to use
intelligence and poise to help get the job done.
"I PERFORM better under pressure and I
feel that I am a pretty poised quarterback,"
he said. "I do have some added pressure on
me because the team is supposed to do well
this fall. But I don't mind the pressure.
"We were tenth in the conference last
season in offense. I have to see that change
this year. The defense carried us last year
most of the time and it's my job to take some
of the pressure off them. I have to be productive."
BG has 43 returning lettermen back this
year. They have been picked to finish second
in the Mid-American Conference by the MAC
media. Others feel they will take the title. But
Palsgrove doesn't like making predictions.
"I don't like to say we're going to be number
one this year. But I will say we have the
rtential to be number one," he said. "This is,
will say, the best overall team I've been
associated with here. I'm looking forward to
it."

Ph. 352-361

NEW YORK (AP)-"It's
absurd, absolutely absurd," sputtered old Burleigh Grimes, his voice
coming in loud and clear
over the phone from Holcombe Lake, Wis. "So they
suspend Gaylord Perry for
throwing a spitter.

MARGARITAS
MARGARITAS
MARGARITAS
€t Dorado

baseball's legal spitballers, so he has more than a
casual interest in the latest
furor involving one of his
ilk.

ALTHOUGH LONG suspected of applying wet or
greasy substances to the
ball and making it do funny
tricks at the plate, the 43year-old Gaylord Perry of
the Seattle Mariners got
nailed for the first time for
the offense last Monday
night in a game against the
Boston Red Sox.
Plate Umpire Dave Phillips, who had warned the
veteran right-hander earlier, gave Perry the
thumb. American League
President Lee MacPhail
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"How do they know?
How do they prove it? They
say the spitter is illegal
because it's unsanitary.
Tommyrot. What are they
going to do -outlaw spitting?
"You might as well outlaw baseball. You can't
spit on the ground. You
can't spit on your glove.
People in the stands won't
even be able to spit. I know
some managers who would
choke to death if they
couldn't spit out that tobacco juice."
Eighty-nine years old
last week, a Hall of Famer,
winner of 270 big 'eague
games, former coach,
scout and managei,
Grimes was the last of

on all your
party Items.
We have cakes, pies,
fcake rolls, and individual
desserts . all custom
made in our store1
University Card
Charges Welcome
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BE BEAM RIBS
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Phort* 352-7350

MEXICAN FOOD AND DRINK

added insult to injury by
fining Perry $250 and suspending him for 10 days.
An outraged Perry
threatened "so many appeals MacPhail will have
to hire 10 assistants."
He has an equally outraged supporter in his corner.
"I think they just wanted
to lean on him because of
all the years he's supposed
to have been throwing it,"
Grimes said. "They were
trying to make up for what
they hadn't been able to do
in the past.
' "There's no way to prove
it. It's no more of an illegal
pitch than the knuckleball,
the screwball or forkball,
no more dangerous. This
'unsanitary' thing they
bring up, as I said, is pretty stupid.
"I'VE ALWAYS contended that the spitball
was the same as any other
pitch - even the fast ball
and the breaking ball - and
like all these other pitches
ought to have a name and
be allowed."
Grimes was one of the
game's all-time greats
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C Is my free checking reaflvfree? J
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Bowllai Greea. Ohio 43402
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DIAMOND

ONE & TWO
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
Includes
Storage &
Laundry

o

SAVINGS AND LOAN COMPANY
"Serving Ohio with 48 offices across the state."
A subsidiary ot

^JIAMA

OUR CHECKING ACCOUNTS ARE FREE...REALLY!
735 South Main St.

Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

(419) 352-2538

Facilities
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Decorated
8 miles from
BGSU on
Rt. 64 to
Waterville
Rates from
$225/mo.
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Houston's Ryan
still manages
to set em down
MONTREAL (AP) - Houston Astros pitcher Nolan Ryan has a new
strikeout target.
Ryan, in his 15th full season in the
majors, registered seven strikeouts
last Thursday night to surpass Gaylord Perry of Seattle Mariners on the
all-time strikeout list.
The 35-year-old right-hander recorded the same number of strikeouts
as innings worked as the Astros
dropped a 5-3 decision in the first
same of a doubleheader against the
Montreal Expos.
That brought his career total to 3,440, as strikeout number 3,436 - recorded against left fielder Tim Raines
- moved rum beyond Perry's mark.
Ryan now has his sights set on the
all-time high of 3,508 strikeouts recorded by Walter Johnson.
But despite moving ahead of Perry,
Ryan wasn't satisfied with his performance against the Expos. Although
he did not take the loss, Ryan gave up
six hits, allowed two runs ana issued
five walks.
"I started to get tired in the seventh
because I threw a lot of pitches," said
Ryan. "I had good stuff but poor
control. "I played with fire in the first
and fifth innings and burned my fingers - and in the seventh I burned
myself.
'That's what happens when you
flirt with danger too often," Ryan said
calmly.
Ryan's now illustrious career had
an auspicious beginning with the New
York Mets in 1969. Always a hard
thrower, it was his lack of control that
convinced the Mets he was going
nowhere, and they traded him to the
California Angels.
That was where Ryan began to
blossom into one the game's finest
pitchers, even though he still suffers
from control problems.
The bases on balls have always
been the downfall of Ryan, who has
allowed 1,893 walks as compared to
his 3,440 stikeouts. That is an indication of why he has registered 183
lifetime losses against 202 wins.
But in the last two months he has
had five straight victories and has
won eight of his last nine decisions for
the Astros. Ryan can still go out and
win ballgames.
"He wasn't mastering his pitches
and he threw 90 pitches after only five
innings of work," said Houston Manager Bob I.illis of Ryan's last start.
"But Nolan impressed me in the fifth
inning when he got out of a jam.
That's the sign of a great pitcher."

BG's championship team to miss many
by Kermlt Rowe

sports reporter
Last winter was probably the
most exciting sports winter in recent Bowling Green history.
Both major sports, basketball
and hockey, were enjoying tremendous success - especially the Cinderella Bowling Green hockey
team.
BG's hockey team staged a miracle rally last season after slipping
to 0-7-1 at the beginning of the
season. In their last 34 games, the
Falcon icers amassed a 27-6-1 record.
The Falcons won the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association regular season championship, received an at-large berth in the
NCAA tournament, and had one of
their players receive the prestigious Hobey Baker Award, collegiate hockey's version of collegiate
football's Heisman Trophy.
NOW, THE gala celebration and
gripping heartbreak of BG's miracle 1981-82 hockey season has vanished. The slate is wiped clean. And
head coach Jerry York's Falcons
are a different team with some
well-felt absences, some impressive new additions, and some key
questions that need to be answered.
Gone is Hobey Baker Award
winner and co-captain George McPhee (28 goals and 52 assists for 80
Kints), the all-time CCHA scoring
ider, the Falcons' second-leading scorer last season, and an important team leader on and off the
ice. McPhee is now a member of
the National Hockey League's New
York Rangers.
Gone is co-captain Brian MacLellan (11-21-32), who was the major cog in the Falcon defense last
season and represented an intimidating force to all BG opponents
with his effectively rugged style of
play. MacLellan will now try to
intimidate NHL players for the Los
Angeles Kings.
Both McPhee and MacLellan
were All-Americans.
GONE ARE wings Andre Latreille (11-20-31) and Chris Guertin
(7-8-15), who played in shadows of
McPhee and MacLellan for most of
their collegiate careers, but were
still very essential to the team's
success.
And gone is assistant coach Bill
Wilkinson, BG's first full-time as-

sistant who joined the BG staff in
the spring of 1979. Wilkinson's fiery
style of coaching taught the BG
hockey program the importance of
a full-time assistant coach, but he
left the Falcons to become the head
coach at Western Michigan at the
end of last season.
"Each year is a new situation.
This will be a brand new team and
a brand new season. We have to
start from scratch again," York
said of the personnel losses.
"There is no doubt that we lost
some fine players, but every solid
hockey program should graduate
some good, strong hockey players
every year. It is the mark of a
good, successful program. If you
don't graduate some good players
every year, then you know that you
have been recruiting the wrong
type of players."
YORK THEN commented on the
loss of his right-hand man, Wilkinson.
"We expect our assistant
coaches in three or four years to
become a head coach somewhere.
It is just like graduating good players. An assistant coach doesn't
want to be an assistant forever,"
he said. "I feel pleased for WMU to
come and take him away from us.
Pleased for him personally and
pleased for their (WMU's) program as well."
Accepting the unenviable job of
trying to fill Wilkinson's shoes is
Buddy Powers. He is a 1975 graduate of Boston University, where
he was a top player in their hockey
program.
Upon graduation, Powers went
on to play three years of professional hockey in Germany before
becoming an assistant coach at
Colgate, where he spent his last
two years before coming to BG.
"HE WAS ONE of the first people I thought of when I found out
that the position was going to be
open," York said of Powers. "He is
very well-known in hockey circles
as a very effective coach. He will
bring a wealth of experience -being
a (former) pro player and a coach
-to our program and we are glad to
have him with us."
York also said that BG's success
of a year ago may or may not have
helped recruiting for this season,
but that continuing success pays
off in the long run.
"Sometimes when you come off

WELCOME
STUDENTS!

Open Saturdays 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. - Weekdays 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Special Opening Hours: Mon. 8/30, Tues. 8/31, Wed. 9/1,
and Thurs. 9/2 - 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
NEW AND USED TEXTBOOKS ...

a very successful year, the frame
of mind for some potential recruits
is that they would love to come and
Cy in a successful program that
a winning tradition. But sometimes, some real fine athletes will
choose to go to a losing program in
hopes of rebuilding it. It can go
both ways," he said. "We have
found a very favorable response on
the recruiting trails this year."
THAT FAVORABLE response
has produced three outstanding
prospects for this year's squad,
including Dave Ellett, a 6-foot-2,
180-pound drfenseman from Kanata, Ont.; Gino Cavallini, a 6-1.

210-pound wing from North York,
Ont.; and Jamie Wansbrough, a 510,160-pound wing from Toronto.
Cavallini and Wansbrough
played together at the same high
school, St. Micheal's in Toronto,
but not on the same line.
These three newcomers added to
19 returning lettermen from last
year's squad of 24 gives York the
nucleus of a good team.
Leading the list of returning
lettermen will be seniors Brian
Hills at center and Mike David at
goalie. Hills was the leading scorer
For both the Falcons and in the
CCHA with 81 points (34-47-81) but

The cost of illness or accident could very well mean
good-bye to college. Yet even if your family already
has health insurance, you may not be covered. Most
family plans for health care insurance cover children
only until thsy reach a certain age. Usually, that age
is 19 years. So. if you're now 19. you are probably
not covered.
Fortunately for you. there is an easy, inexpensive way
to protect yourself, no matter what'plan vour family
may have. Its the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Student
Plan, with more coverage for the money than any
other you might buy.
So, check now to find out whether you are really
covered. If not, get coverage as soon as you can.

BGSU SHIRTS

SUNDRY ITEMS
AND MORE

Here's how to do it.
1. Look at your family health insurance policy, if „„
to find out the limiting age. If you have Blue Cross
and Blue Shield, it's even easier. Just call Blue
Cross Subscriber Service at 419-473-7111. Thev
can tell you.
2. If you are not covered, or if you will reach the
limiting age of your family policy this school year,
till out anil mail the coupon for an application for
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Student Plan.

Blue Cross oi Northwest Ohio
Ohio Medical Indemnity. Inc
PO Box 943 Toledo Otw 43656
Phase Mad mon information and an application for TV Blue
Crow and Blue Shield Student Plan
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STUDY AIDS

missed the last game of the year (a
3-2 overtime loss to Northeastern in
the NCAA quarter-finals) because
of a knee injury.
That injury caused Hills to have
surgery during the summer to repair torn cartilage. His pending
recovery poses another key question mark for this year's squad.
David was 25-9-2 in 36 games last
year with a goals-against average
of 3.52 and a save percentage of
.887.
"I think that we have a fine
nucleus for a successful team,"
York stated. We learned and benefited a lot from last year's season.'
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BG women harriers talented
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by Marc Delph
sports reporter

Bowling Green's women's cross
country coach Sid Sink is a very
happy man these days. He not only
has rus top five runners returning this
season, but has additional strength
added to his defending Mid-American
championship team.
"We have a good group," Sink said.
"Not Just quantity (40 members) but
quality. Everyone is returning except
two and the top five are back."
Having his top five runners, includX" ie number one and two finishers
MAC last year, returning would
be a dream come true for any coach,
but Sink has added even more talent
to his already strong club.
Her name is Stephanie Eaton,
which may and should sound familiar
to some, as she ran for BG two years
ago and finished third in the conference. Eaton sat out a year at the
University, but is now again attending
classes.
SURPRISE freshman sensation
and MAC champion last season,

I

*•.
Photo

by Tim Carrig

Bowling Green's women's cross country team seeks to defend their Mld-Amerlcan
championship this tall. The women harriers return their top five runners and boast a roster of 40
runners.

PH.

by Marc Delph
sports reporter

Bowling Green's men's
cross country coach Mel
Brodt is entering his 23rd
season as BG's head
coach. One would think
that after all that time a
coach would have seen it
all, but this season will
bring a totally different
and, according to Brodt,
ridiculous change.
The running will be the
same as always, but the
goal does not seem as important this year as in the
past. Because of budget
problems, the Mid-American Conference decided
not to support a cross country championship, leaving
the teams to fund their own

THE ANGEL MOTEL 7 D'S, INC.
1Q24 N. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN, GHIG 434D2
ON U.S. 25, lO BLOCKS FROM DOWNTOWN
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invitational - not quite the
same.
"It is one the most asinine rulings I've ever
heard," Brodt said. "I
don't know where the athletic directors got the
bright idea; I guess they
feelit's (cross country) the
least one hurt. We haven't
given up, we're still going
to strive to get it (conference championship) back.
We'll have to live with it
this year.
"WE'LL PROBABLY
8lit more emphasis on the
hio Intercollegiates and
the Notre Dame Invitational, which were just stepping stones for the
conference championship
in the past."
Still, the winning attitude appears to remain
with the Falcon harriers as
they continue to train for
their Sept. 11 opener in
Toledo against Ohio State
andUT.
After a disappointing
season last year, BG hopes

Spitter.
• . . from Page 24

whose career spanned two
decades with the Pirates,
Dodgers, Giants, Cubs,
Cardinals and finally the
Yankees. A rugged son of a
Wisconsin lumberman, he
often refused to shave,
earning the nickname,
"Old Stubblebeard."
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plying the rule only to newcomers. Burleigh was the
only known spitbaUer still
throwing when he retired
after the 1934 season.
The only two men to win
more than 40 games a season - Jack Chesbro of the
Yankees and Ed Walsh of
the White Sox - were spitball specialists. The Yankees' Whitey Ford was
frequently accused of
dampening the ball a bit
but was never caught and
convicted.
The charge has been
hurled at a number of recent and still active pitchers, including Don
Drysdale, Don Sutton and
Tommy John. Some foes
say Oakland Manager
Billy Martin encourages
the art with all his pitchers.
Joe Cronin, Hall of Fame
player, and former manager and league president,
has tried unsuccessfully
for years to have the spitball re-legalized, realizing
the futility of trying to prevent it. You can't give a
baseball a saliva test.
Umpire Phillips' action
was impetuous and a
grandstand stunt. For
MacPhail to uphold him
and invoke penalties was a
ludicrous reflection on the
integrity of the game.
"It was always just a
special pitch," said
Grimes, who wet his fingers with saliva and sweat.
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"We're not going into
bigger meets with the anticipation of winning. Dual
meet-wise we'll do the best
we can," Brodt added.
"We have to believe in the
individuals we have.
"It's not going to be easy
to be on top of races; we
have the personnel to move
up to the top though."
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Creel. Incoming freshman
Tom Tranek was AA Ohio
state champion in high
school and transfer student
Galen Gerard looks good of
the new team members
coming in, according to
Brodt.
Another bright spot for
the upcoming season is the
return of former third
man, junior Dave Agosta.
Brodt says he is up in
the air" about the season
ahead, but he was "pleasantly suprised" with the
condition of some of the
individuals but pointed out
that the Falcons definitely
need improvement.

"You have fastball pitchers and breaking ball
pitchers. I was a spitball
etcher and never broke a
w."
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ALIGNMENT

The BG women harriers begin their
quest to tackle all four goals Sept. 11,
in Ypsilanti, Mich., against Eastern
Michigan and Toledo.
In a sport that takes speed, endurance and hours of hard training, this
year's Falcon squad has it au and
coach Sink is liking every bit of it.
"It's probably the strongest team
I've ever had, potentially," he said.

It was a ploy to intimidate pitchers. But nothing
intimidated them more
than Burleigh's wicked
spitball.
When the pitch was outlawed in 1920, Grimes was
one of some 20 pitchers
utilizing the tricky delivery. Baseball permitted
them to continue, thus ap-

Offers
An Introductory Special to
Returning and Incoming

SIZE: P165/75R13

rv

"(The) third (goal) is to win the
MAC again. The MAC is at BG this
Eear (Oct. 30) and hopefully we'll
ave a lot of support. And the fourth
(goal) is probably the hardest. That is
to qualify a team for nationals. BGSU
as a team has never been to nationals.
The top three at the district qualifier
go to nationals. This is especially
tough because the Big 10 schools are
in the district and six of those are
tough."

to rebound. Even though
the Falcons lost a few experienced runners, Brodt
is hoping for improvement
from this fall's squad.
"We lost our third,
fourth and fifth man,
Brodt said. "I'm looking
for improvement from our
top nine."
Leading the pack of
those nine is last year's
conference champion and
BG's most valuable
player, Chris Koehler.
"KOEHLER IS coming
back from injury from
spring," Brodt said. "I'm
not concerned.
"Tim Brennan should be
up there, he had a good
indoor and outdoor season
last year. I also expect Bob
Barrett to move up along
with Bryan Malsam. Bob
Zink also made tremendous improvement."
Other harriers in position to do big things for BG
include last year's outstanding freshman Jeff
Boutelle and junior Scott

RACK & CUE

Keeps it's feet
even in the rain

r»» •*» COUPON ■ -■*■ wm

cause we face a strong Michigan club
(Oct. 2, in BG)," Sink said. "The
second (goal) is to win the All-Ohio
Intercollegiate Championships. Ohio
State is our main competition there.

Men harriers face new challenge

41 9-352-317Q

PRICED!

JoAnn Lanciauz, will head the Falcon
harriers, according to Sink, with the
next nine runners battling for positions this pre-season.
Other top runners in this season's
Falcon attack are the team's three
captains, led by second place MAC
finisher senior Rathy Kaczor. Kaczor
has been one of the top three runners
on the team in her previous three
seasons. Senior Jodie Welly has been
the most improved player the last two
Sears, according to Sink, and looks to
e in the top group for sure. Injuryplagued Barb Scott hopes to stay
healthy and provide added strength
forBG.
"I think all three will be super
leaders," Sink added. "I believe we
need super leaders for the large squad
we have this year."
WITH ALL the talent the Falcons
possess this year, the expectations
are running very high. Sink explained
his four goals the team hopes to
accomplish - one of which no BG
women's team has ever done.
"The first one is to go undefeated in
dual meets. This wiD be tough be-

Ph. 352-4628
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Young volleyball squad hopes for turnaround
by Kermlt Rout
staff reporter

be it for better or worse, things are continuously changing.
This is especially true in collegiate sports,
where the majority of the players come and go
in four-year cycles. Success comes when
changes fall into the "for better" category.
According to head coach Sandy Haines, the
Bowling Green women's volleyball program
falls into this category.
,
In her first two seasons as head volleyball
coach, victories have been hard to come by. In
those two campaigns, the Falcons went 10-22
and 13-27 for a combined winning percentage
of .319. But, despite having no seniors on this
year's Falcon squad and only eight players

who won letters last year, Haines says there
should be more wins on the 1982 record.
"WITH THE quality of the players we have
and the incoming freshmen, we need to go at
least .500 in order call this season a success,"
Haines said. "Fundamentally, we are
take over for a long-time coach (Haines
predecesor was Pat Peterson who was 101-79-1
In her nine years at BG). You inherit players
who were started under a different coaching
philosophy than your own and a different
playing style than what you plan to teach.
"If players can't play your style, and you
can't really change the style that they have
grown accostumed to, then you just teach
your younger players your way and recruit
according to that and try to adjust to the older
players. Now the older players are all gone.

For the first time, 1 have seen every player on
this year's team through their (collegiate)
development.
"THEY ARE just now starting to play the
style of ball that I want to play. My coaching
style makes my teams quick, aggressive and
very non-conservative. I tend to run short sets
- a quick attack. This is to keep the opponent's
defense off-guard. It also makes our defense
much stronger when the offense is quicker. It
makes for a very exciting game for fans to
watch."
BUT WHEN the Falcon spikers take to the
Anderson Arena floor on Sept. IS to open their
season against Kent State, they will be without any seniors. According to Haines, this
should not hinder the team's success.
Still, with no seniors on the squad, lack of
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leadership may become a problem. Haines,
however, feels that leadership will come as
the season progresses.
"A lot of our freshmen and sophomores
from last year sot plenty of playing time
because we didrrt have a lot of juniors or
seniors. Now the freshmen and sophomores
are experienced sophomores and juniors,"
she said. "They've got a lot of experience and
feel like they are seniors, experience-wise.
The leadership is there and it will surface
during the season."
Haines named juniors Renee Manwaring,
Juliane Flick, and Deb Snow (all outside
hitters) as the ones who will emerge as team
leaders. She also went on to say that Manwaring and Flick "will be our two stalwarts."
Other returners are Snow and Joan Zim-

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
CHURCH
Ministering with both Campus and Community

1506 EAST WOOSTER STREET
at the South East corner of the IK,Si Campus

beginning Labor Day Sunday, September 5th:
WORSHIP
9:30 & 11:00
CHURCH SCHOOL
9:30
(for all ages, including college class)

FACE FORWARD
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Free Private Consultation — 352-0612
SHERRY NOBLE, C.T., ELECTROLOGIST
LkwiMd by >h« Slot* of Ohio M*dkol Board

1230 W. Woo*t«r, Bowling Green
MON.-SAT. 10-5; WED. 10-8

Professional hairstyling with
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mind I
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FIRST EDITION

HAIR DESIQIMSTUDIO
434 E.WOOSTER
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(Services on August 29th at 10:00 only)
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WENDY L.M. GUION
ROBERT F. SINKS

a congregation known fdr:
the quality of our worship,
the inspiration of our music and preaching,
and our continuing ministry with students.

Phone: 353-0682

The Hews stall welcomes its newest member:

Eva Parziale.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
Call Us For
All Your
»

Housing Needs

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
336 S. Main
352-5620

merman (both juniors), and Becky Snider,
Dawn Pemberton, Laurie Weigt and Amy
Heatherington (all sophomores).
"The thing that will determine how fast we
come around and our eventual success is
(that) we need two good setters." Haines said.
"Right now we have one good setter, Dawn
Pemberton. She had an excellent winter and
has improved a lot over last year. The other
good setter could be any of a number of girls."
Incoming freshmen who are competing for
a spot on the roster are Teresa Brake, Cheri
Pumphrey, Hopkins and Kim Bosco. Junior
transfer student Tracey Livesey and sophomore Jackie Hill will also compete for a roster
spot.
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Under the terms of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, and
University policy on student records, Bowling Gerrn State University may disclose
such personally identifiable information
from a student's educational record as has
been designated to be directory information.
Students have the right to refuse the
designation of personally identifiable information as directory information. If a student exercises this right, directory
information will not be released without the
student's consent except as provided by
law and University policy. Students choosing to exercise their rights respecting directory information should contact in person
the Office of the Dean of Students. 305
Student Services Building, by Friday September 3. 1982.

REFRIGERATOR
RENTAL
$20 Per Semester
$5 Deposit
Maumee Valley
Vending Co.
We're located on South MainSt.
(behind Love's Furniture)

352-5205
Pick Up Only !!!
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New MAC coaches anxious to begin '82 season
by Joe Menzer
sports editor
Jack Harbaugh was bubbling with
enthusiasm, even though he reportedly had been traveling around the
Midwest like a whirlwind - right up to
the morning of the second day of the
Mid-American Conference football
meetings at Kings Island.
Harbaugh, who looks much
younger than his 43 years, is one'of
two new coaches in the MAC this
season. For both the MAC media and
the two new coaches - the other being
Toledo's Dan Simrell - the meetings
earlier this month at Kings Island
were a feeling-out experience.
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For the first time, the eyes and ears
of the MAC were upon them, but both
new mentors seemed oblivious to any
pressures their new jobs entail.
"ITS GREAT TO be back in the
Mid-American Conference. I feel like
this is home for me," said Western
Michigan's Harbaugh, a 1961 University graduate who played quarterback and defensive back here
under Doyt Perry and coached here
for three years under Don Nehlen.
"I'm doing something now that I've
wanted to do for 19 years,'' said the 38year old Simrell, who is the first UT
grad to guide the Rocket football
team. "In January, my wife said
'you're undefeated and you've got

nine months - don't screw it up.'
Simrell inherited a talented UT
football team. And, as defending MAC
and California Bowl champions, the
Rockets and their fans will expect to
continue winning this season. UT's
only conference Toss last year was to
Bowling Green at Doyt Perry Field.
LIKE HARBAUGH, Simrell is a
former MAC player and also has
spent considerable time as an assistant coach in the league. But while
Simrell has spent most of his time at
one school (11 years at UT), Harbaugh was an assistant in the MAC for
lust three seasons at BG before moving on to similar jobs at Iowa, Michigan and Stanford.

Come tee the Resume Professionals
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"We're going to throw the football
Harbaugh says that Doyt Perry
and Bo Schembechler, his boss at this year. I can just about guarantee
Michigan, are the two men who have that the first play you see us run this
year will be a forward pass.
influenced his career the most.
"I also think every football team
"As far as I'm concerned, Doyt
Perry was one of the greatest coaches should have the option in its playbook,
of all time," he said of the former BG even if it's only there to keep the other
team honest. They have to know you
head coach.
He also said that his most recent can at least run it once in awhile.
Job - a two-year stint at Stanford - has
NONETHELESS, both Harbaugh
helped convince him that his team
must throw the football to be most and Simrell agree that a football team
must
start with defense to be a consissuccessful.
THAT MAY SEEM strange for tent winner. And, despite Harbaugh's
someone who spent seven years under outspokeness about offensive philosoSchembechler, a very successful yet phies, defense is both his and Simsomewhat conservative coach who rell's specialty.
Both have been defensive coaches
seems to believe in the old threeyards-and-a-cloud-of-dust theory of through most of their years as assistants. Simrell was a defensive backadvancing the football.
"I respect both offensive philoso- field coach at UT for three seasons
phies," Harbaugh said. "Bo believes before becoming defensive coordinain playing for field position and so do tor in 1973. He held that position until
I. But I plan to utilize the forward being named head coach prior to this
i a little more than Bo does to gain season.
"I'm a little concerned about the
at field position.

offense," Simrell admits. "I was
asked to speak at a clinic on my
offensive philosophy a couple of
weeks ago and I had to say 'I don't
have one yet - you'll have to wait.' "

Harbaugh has been a defensive
backfield coach at Morehead State,
Bowling Green, Iowa and Michigan.
He was defensive coordinator while at
Stanford.
"Again, my philosophy has evolved
from Bo Schembechler. My primary
concern is defense; a football team
wins with defense," Harbaugh said.
Both Simrell and Harbaugh say
that they consider the Mid-American
Conference a quality league, even
though the MAC has been demoted to
Division I-AA by the NCAA for at
least this season.
"There are quality people in this
conference," Harbaugh said. "Good
people make the league good."

Defensive line worries Vermeil
The Philadelphia Eagles, who have had one of the
toughest defensive lines in the National Football
League in recent years, have some new faces to greet
opposing offenses this year.
New, but not necessarily better, and that has Coach
Dick Vermeil worried.
"I've been a little concerned about what you would
call the 'chemistry' of the defensive line," says
Vermeil. "The offensive line has been starting to
WWW

AVAILABLE...
IMMEDIATELY
Efficiencies
• 2 Bedrooms
• Houses
1 Bedroom
LOCATIONS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
MAURER GREEN RENTALS
224 East Wooster Street
352-0717
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assume a much greater share of the responsibility for
setting the tempo in practice. That's always been
dominated by the defensive line."
A persistent knee problem forced the retirement of
defensive end Claude Humphrey and Pro Bowl nose
tackle Charlie Johnson was traded to Minnesota after
he disagreed with Vermeil's practice philosophy.
Nose tackle Ken Clarke and end Leonard Mitchell
have been getting most of the playing time with the
departure of Johnson and Humphrey. Carl Hairston
and Dennis Harrison are the holdover starters at end.
"I miss them, but you have to learn to play without
them," Clarke said of Humphrey and Johnson. "It's
the nature of the game that people come and people
go. We're workine on it, and Carl, Dennis and myself
are starting to jell. Thev have to get used to me being
in the middle now.
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We inert hopes return of Irish
will help squad in MAC race
by Keith Walther
assistant sports editor

Over the last three
years, Bowline Green's
men's basketball team has
had one of the most successful programs in the
Mid-American Conference.
But where the Falcons
finish this year may hinge
on the unpredictable knee
of Colin Irish.
The senior from the
now-defunct Cathedral
Latin high school in Cleveland still has two years of
eligbility left after being
red-shirted last season because of a knee injury. Two
operations later, the 6-foot6 forward is working hard
to get the knee ready for
the 1962-83 season. If he is
able to do so, the Falcons
may add to their recent
successful campaigns.
"Over the last three
years, our program has
been the most successful
one in the MAC," BG head
coach John Weinert said.
"We've finished second,
first and second during
those years. This upcoming season - with almost
everyone back - we should
be in the top three at least.
But I base this whole pre-

diction on having a healthy
Colin Irish.
"COLIN MEANS 80
much to this ballclub. Just
having him in the lineup
means a lot. He has, when
healthy, no weaknesses as
a ballplayer. He has made
outstanding progress after
his second operation and
we have heard very favorable reports on his being
able to come back. But
with a knee injury you just
never know."
With Irish healthy, and
David Jenkins, a 6-5 junior ,
from Warren, Ohio, the
Falcons will posess what
Weinert calls ''quite possibly the best two forwards
in the conference." This,
added to the fact that BG
lost just two players from
its 18-12 squad of a year
ago, may make the Falcons the team to beat in the
MAC this winter.
Nonetheless, the two
players BG did lose to
graduation - Marcus Newbern and John Flowers will be tough to replace.
Newbern led the team in
scoring and was a first
team all-MAC selection at
fuard, while the gutsy
lowers was an inspirational leader and a fine rebounder.

Still, Weinert.says he
remains very optimistic
about the upcoming season.
"We will have more
depth here this year than
in any other of the six
years I've been here,"
weinert said with a grin.
"I tell you we will be at
least 12 players deep this
year. I will feel comfortable using any one of them.
That is the kind of situation
a coach likes to be in."
THE INCREASED
bench strength will allow
the Falcons to press their
opponents more and BG
also will try to run with the
basketball more this season, according to Weinert.
And, with senior point
guard David Greer back,
getting the ball upcourt
quicker may be a good
idea.
"What can you say
about David?" asks Weinert. "He's 'Mr. Glue'. He
holds everything together.
He is only concerned with
one statistic - wins. David
could average 20 points a
game if he wanted to, but
that (points) doesn't concern him."
Although Greer may not
be concerned with the
points he scores, he made

sure that his teammates
tot their share last season
y finishing third in the
nation in assists.
Greer will have three
new teammates to dish off
to this winter. Brian
Miller, a 6-2 point guard
joins the squad from Toledo St. John's high school;
Ken Wadell, a 6-4 guard/forward from Toledo
Scott (Marcus Newbern's
alma mater); and Avon
Davie a 6-8 Jamacian-bom
center who played his high
school ball in New Jersey.
MILLER, according to
Weinert, is an intelligent
basketball player who sees
the whole court well, much
like Greer. While Wadell is
a fine overall player with
excellent defensive skills.

Weinert calls Davie his
"diamond in the rough"
after playing only one year
of high school bail. He is
still learning at this point,
according to Weinert, but
could challenge for playing
time sooner than anyone
anticipates.
"With the new people we
have coming in and the
returning lettermen and
the rest we should challenge for the title," Weinert said. "But Ball State
will probably b i picked as
the favorite since they've
won it the last two years.
Eastern (Michigan) will be
tough because they supposedly had a fantastic recruiting year and Toledo
will be hack in the hunt.
set BASKETBALL page 31
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Photo by Tim Carriy
Bowling Green junior David Jenkins, shown here in action at Ohio University,
will be back this season to help the Falcon basketball team in its quest tor the
Mid-American Conference title.

PASTEL SWEAT CLOTHING

SPORTS BRIEFS.
Ron Johnson, an assis- from 1973-76. He played on
tant basketball coach at two teams that played in
Flint (Mich.) Holy Rosary the NCAA Division II Rehigh school for the last four gional playoffs and was coyears, has been named ascaptain of the team as a
sistant basketball coach
senior. He was consistently
under head coach John among the leaders in the
Weinert at Bowling Green,
Indiana Collegiate Conferit was announced last Frience in field goal and free
day. _____ .
. _____ throw accuracy.
"Ron played for me for
Johnson, 26, a native of three years at St. Joe's. He
Springfield and a graduate was a fine player, but far
of Xenia high school,
more importantly, he was
tyed for Weinert for a total leader, Weinert
ee years at St. Joseph
said. "He led by example,
College in Inidiana. John- setting high standards for
son replaces Charlie Parhimself and his teamker, who has taken the
mates. He will bring those
head coaching position at
fine leadership traits and
Wayne State University.
outstanding work habits
with him. I'm confident
As a four-year member that he will be a fine addiof the Varsity basketball tion at Bowling Green."
team at St. Joseph's, JohnJohnson's appointment
son played for Weinert
is effective immediately.
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MENS DENIM JEANS

19"

100% cotton deep Indigo Denim
with all the detail stitching.
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SAVE ON SWEAT SHIRTS & PANTS
CREW NECK SWEAT SHIRTS
Compare $6.99
Long sleeve cotton/acrylic fleeced lined
sweat shirts In ass't colors. S-M-L-XL.

3
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HOODED SWEATSHIRTS __ rt„
Compare $10.99
7.99

COMPARE
$16.99 to $19.99

Cotton Denim and cotton/polyester corduroy
jean in the latest fashion styles. Sizes 29 to 38.

Shop Daily 10-9

Cotton/acrylic sweat shirts in Zip-front
and pullover styles. Ass't. colors in S-M-L-XL sizes

FLEECED LINED SWEAT PANTS

Compare $6.99 — $7.99

- ftft
Cotton/acryHc Fleece Lined Sweat Pants in solid 4.99
color and stripe trim styles S-M-L-XL.
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Watch for the Green Sheet to be
distributed as a BG News suppliment
on every other Friday.
: Watch for the Green Sheet in this:
: Friday's BG News.
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"MY EARLY MONEYS ON A
NOMINATION FOR RICHARD GERE.
POWERFUL WHEN
HE HAS TO BE. GENTLE WHEN HE
NEEDS TO BE." JOE SKOtu ABC

RICHARD CERE
DEBRA WINGER

Falcons learn to flirt with football success
Bayless, though only a junior, has already tied the school MAC. Both players "can really burn," as Stolz says, and
record for interceptions with 12 and received honorable that could be an indication that the Falcons plan to throw
mention on the Associated Press All-America team. Toma- deep more in 1982.
Denny Stolz has known frustration well since becoming sello has 11 career interceptions going into this, his senior "They're the two fastest kids we've got," Stolz said.
Bowling Green's head football coach five years ago. Last season.
Another effective weapon for the Falcons last season was
season, though, Stolz and his charges began learning how to
the punting of Jim Phelps, who as a freshman averaged 40.3
ON OFFENSE, Stolz appears to have settled on junior yards per kick to lead the MAC. Phelps also was a first team
win close football games for a change.
During Stolz's tenure here, the Falcons have mastered Davne Palsgrove as his quarterback. After splitting time all-MAC selection.
losing the close ones - a forte BG began to shake last year with Greg Taylor at quarterback much of last season,
and hopes to completely shed this season.
Palsgrove started the last six games and guided the "Phelps is one of the best punters not only in our
After stumbling to an 0-4-1 start last season, the Falcons Falcons to five straight victories. All 11 offensive starters conference, but certainly in the entire nation," Stolz said.
overcame injuries and adversity to win five of their last six return this season.
Injuries, with many of them taking place in a seasongames. BG's 5-5-1 overall record was Stolz's best mark as
opening loss at Baylor, plagued the Falcons through much
head coach here.
Still, BG managed lust 232 yards per game in total
Stolz said that he doesn't think that will
In 1982. the Falcons are expected to win, as they prepare offense, last in the MAC. The Falcons were also last in of last season.
again this year, mainly because the Falcons have
to open their season against Ohio University at 1:30 p.m., passing offense, even though Palsgrove completed 79 of 153 happen
switched what would have been a season-opener at North
this Saturday, at Doyt Perry Field. While BG was picked to passes for 732 yards and three touchdowns.
Carolina to their last game on the 1982 schedule.
finish second in the Mid-American Conference by the MAC
BG's main offensive weapon last season was diminutive Now BG will have two open dates, on the weekends of
media. OU was picked a lowly ninth.
Bryant "Cowboy" Jones, a S-foot-8 first team all-MAC Sept. 11 and Sept. 25, to recuperate after games against OU
"WE OPEN OUR schedule against an obviously very, selection at tailback last season. Jones, who also received and Central Michigan.
very good Bowling Green football team," OU head coach honorable mention on the Associated Press All-America
team, rushed for 1,051 yards and seven touchdowns last Also, Stolz is quick to add, the Falcons have more depth
Brian Burke admitted earlier this month.
Stolz tends to agree, although he tries to remain low-key season.
because of the valuable game experience many of the backabout the whole thing.
THE BLOCKING of fullback Tom Glendening has been a ups received last season when starters were injured.
"We've got kind of a veteran team -a team that has had key to the Cowboy's success, however, and much depends "From the schedule standpoint, our football team will
some success," he says. "I think we have a pretty good on how healthy Glendening can remain after an injury- benefit a little bit, especially from the North Carolina
football team."
prone junior season last year.
switch. The open dates will also benefit the team," Stolz
Last season, the Falcons' defense carried the team. BG
Taylor, meanwhile, has been moved to wide receiver, said. "We've had the unusual misfortune of losing a lot of
allowed the fewest points of any team in the MAC and where
he teams with Shawn Potts to give the Falcons what close games over the last two years or so. We hope to turn
allowed just 23 points over the final five games of the Stolz said he thinks might be the finest two wide men in the that around this season."
season.
And, while the defense returns seven of its starters and
should again be a force in the MAC, BG's offense must show
improvement if the Falcons are to contend for the MAC title
and the California Bowl berth that goes with it.
by Joe Menzer
sports editor

Pirates hope trip west leads east

TOP DEFENSIVE priorities in last spring and this fall's
practices have been replacing nose tackle Craig Valentine
and end Pat Kennedy. Other 1981 starters who must be
replaced in 1982 are linebacker Doug Carr and cornerback
Lee Williams. While Valentine, Kennedy and Carr have
graduated, Williams probably will miss the entire 1982
season with a back injury.
"Kennedy and Valentine were great leaders as well as
good players," Stolz said. "The kids behind them will be as
good physically; they just need to develop the leadership."
Stalwarts returning on defense include defensive back
Martin Bayless, a first team all-MAC selection last season,
defensive back Jac Tomasello, a second-team all-MAC
pick, defensive end Larry Stratton and defensive tackle
Andre Young.

SOUTH SIDE SIX
Large Selection of
IMPORTED BEER
and WISE
Complete Party Supplies
and Ice
737 S. Main
352-8639

Corner of S. Main
and Napoleon

PRESENTS

u s
sm

SEPT. 2-3-4
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
NO COVER
210 N. MAIN

PITTSBURGH (AP) - The Pittsburgh Pirates are on the West Coast
for a nine-game series that could give
them a clearer view of the East, the
National League East, that is.
"If we can go home five or six
games out, we'll be OK. There's nothing mysterious (about) what we have
to do out here. We just have to win,"
Manager Chuck Tanner said in San
Francisco before the Pirates opened
the trip, last Friday night.

trip," Tanner said.
the Pirates have lingered near the
top of the division standings despite
the loss of right fielder Dave Parker,
who is out for the rest of the season
with an injured hand. Tanner credits
his younger players for picking up the
slack.

the league in hitting and have three
hitters batting above .300, but Tanner
insists that it is the resurgence of his
pitching staff that pleases him the
most. He also said that is why he feels
his club is ready to make a move at
the frontrunners in the Eastern Division.

The uncertainies about pitcher John
Candelaria have also ended.
Despite saying last month that he
wanted out of Pittsburgh, Candelaria
signed a new, multi-year contract last
Pittsburgh wasn't expected to chalWednesday that will pay him more
lenge for the NL East championship
than the $300,000 he is earning under
this season, but left for the West Coast
his current one-year contract.
just 5 M: games behind first-place St.
"He is one of the premier pitchers
Louis. That's close enough to make
in the National League," Tanner said.
Tanner think his team has a chance to
The apparent end to the Candelaria
catch the Cardinals and second-place
Philadelphia.
"OUR STARTING (pitching) staff controversy could also lift the balIclub, although Tanner said that
The Pirates don't play at home has held together, too."
And that, perhaps, was Pittsburgh's wasn't necessarily so.
again until Labor Day, Sept. 6, when
they meet the New York Mets. After biggest uncertainty coming into this
Still, with contract talks now behind
that, the remaining 26 games of the season. Although the Pirates have
season are against NL East teams.
been a fine hitting team in recent him, Candelaria should be able to
years, their pitching has sometimes more clearly focus on his pitching "THAT'S WHEN the race will be left a lot to be desired - especially in and that could become a big factor as
the Pirates continue to chase St. Louis
decided. That's why it's so important the heat of a pennant race.
The Pirates currently are leading and Philadelphia.
that we win our share of games on this
"It's been fun watching this young
team come together," he said. "It's
been fun watching people have good
years.
"We're solid up the middle. Our
double play combination of Dale
Berra and Johnny Ray has developed
into one of the best in baseball. We're
solid at the corners in Jason Thompson and Bill Madlock.
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*k?ii- Rugby team aims to
. . from Page 2 9

"I've tried to pick the conference
winner every year I've been here and
have not predicted It riant yet. That
shows the balance we have in this
conference. Three years ago, Bowling
Green and Ball State were at the
bottom of the conference now they're
at the top. In what other conference
can something like that happen?
Northwestern will never win the Big
Ten, will they?"

A key for the Falcons this season
will be how well they avoid injuries.
With Greer, Irish, Jenkins, BillFaine.
Lamar Jackson, Joe Harrison, Bill
Szabo and others BG will indeed have
good depth. But, at any time, an
injury can end a player's season and
put a tremendous strain on the longterm goals of a team. Weinert sees a
possible remedy for the problem,
which has plagued BG
"This year we are going to be in
great shape," be said. "With the
conversion from quarters to semesters here on campus, we will have six
weeks of conditioning instead of the
three we've had before. This will
definitely help cut down on the nagging injuries that affect every team
and which have really hurt us in the
past."

The BG News welcomes all students
and faculty to the university and
wishes everyone a calm and successful acedemic year.

continue tradition
Bowling Green's club rugby team,
one of the most successful sports at
the University in its 15-year nistory,
will open its season against a powerful Ulster of Ireland touring team,
this Sunday, at 4 p.m. on the College
Park Field.
Membership on the BG rugby team
is open to all interested persons and
further information can be obtained
by contacting either Bill Cotton (3521397 or at his office in the Business
AdrrLinistration building) or Roger
MazzareUa (352-2396).
The Falcon ruggers have compiled
an impressive 359-135-26 overall record in their history and have never
had a losing season. BG plays a fall
and spring schedule each year and
usually fields three separate teams
each week.
In addition to its stellar won-lost
record over the years, the team has
racked up an impressive list of tournament finishes, league titles and
individual honors.
Last season, BG captured the MidAmerica Conference title for the ninth
time by defeating Miami, 15-7, in the
finals of the MAC tournament. The
Falcons just missed a trip to the
nation's Final Four when they lost to
Michigan in the finals of the Midwest
Regional, which was held in Bowling
Green.
BG's 1982 spring record of 27-4-2
was one of the team's best-ever finishes.

POUND FOR POUND
THE DEST CLUB IN TOWN

This fall, the Falcon ruggers face a
tough schedule that includes Ulster,
Michigan State and Detroit, and also
must face the task of replacing several players who were lost via graduation.
Most sorely missed will be 6-foot-5
lock Mike George and veteran prop
Mike Harrington. Harrington's 102
Soints during last spring's season
roke his own school scoring record
bv 12 points.
"It's going to be hard to replace
(Harrington)," BG coach Roger MazzareUa said. "Someone will pick up
the scoring slack, but it will take
awhile to find another team leader. As
a friend and a teammate, he will be
missed."
Both MazzareUa and Cotton return
as coaches this fall. Cotton, who is
entering his second season with the
Falcons, has previously coached at
Miami and the University of Alberta.
MazzareUa has been with the BG
rugby club since its inception in 1968.
Junior Mike McKeon has been
elected team president for this year
and junior Greg Westervelt was
elected team captain. Both were
voted into their respective positions
by their feUow teammates.
The BG ruggers practice every
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
from 4:30-6 p.m. at College Park,
which is located just north of the Life
Sciences Building.

BETWEEN SECOR AND MONROE
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Bowling Green's club rugby (earn had on* of its most successful seasons svar last spring.

TOLEDO'S
NEWEST
PARTY SPOT

TUESDAY ONLY!
TOLEDO'S ONLY
NEW WAVE
DANCE PARTY

TOLEDO'S
BEST ROCK

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Good Morrvng August 29. 1982

WELCOME BACK SOCHI LOUM
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS TO
B Q AND SIMPLE PLEASURES

Gradual* School Seminars
Sept 14-11 30 am Sept 15-5.30
p m 2nd tloor tounQe S S. Bldg

WANTED

University Partorming Dancers Fal
Audition Thurs .Sept 2nd. 7.30p.m
Rm 201 Hayes HaB Further info 22525 Men & women with dance
DacwgrouTiq needed1

One male roommate needed to subleast at Campus Manor Apta Call
352-8302 or after 6pm
1-5470384 cosset

SERVICES OFFERED

F rmte needed Fall Semester
$150 mo A uN 1 brjrm apl in
Campua Manor Cal Ann 352-6491
We need a housemate Non-amoklng
mature M or F Own bedroom, tow
rent Cal 352-1482

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS AND ADVISERS
New drinking laws got you down?
Jusl cal the G S C Sound Co to
bring you around W» haw a St 5,000 mobile muec system I igni
show available lor your next fund
raiser, beer blast, trat party reception or reunion Dual turntables a
cassette capab*ty with over 400
albums to choose from With the new
age Ixnrt in effect you"! need new
ways lo raise cash Cal G S C
Sound Co today lor into & bookings
st 332 1179 Save thai ad lor future
reference Also, fast 5 BG bookings
receive $25 00 cash rebate

Watch for the SIMPLE PLEASURES
WIN-A-HOT-TUB-PARTYM
CormngaoonM
FINANCIAL AID" Wa Guarantee To
Find SOwlarshlpe. Grants You're Elojbk) To Receive Appacaston MeaerfeavSI 00 Financial Aid Finder. Box
1053-CR Fajrflekl.lowe 52558
GOOD LUCK FRESHMANIII
on your new year
from the brothers of
DELTA UPSHON

LIVE ROCK & ROLL
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

by Jim Borgen

Closstified rotes or• 40c per line. SI.20 minimum. BOLD TTM 50c •■Ho pmi
od Approximotvly 25 <o 30 spoon per line.
CAMPUS/CITY EVINTS listing* lot non-profit public service OCtivtti«s will b*
inserted OMCf for !>•• and at regular rotes thereafter
Deadline for oil listings n 2 doyt before publication ot 4 00 p m Friday at
4 p.m. i* the dwodtin* (or the Tuesday edition.
Class.1ltd form. or. available at the BO Ne-i o+flce. 104 University Hall.

Chrta Guatord-Thankx so much tor
making the letters for our door
They'l took lantastic The AD Pi s

S*

Photo

Only
118 days
until
Christmas

PERSONAL

THURSDAY IS COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT

'm .
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CORNER of SECOR and SYLVANIA/473-0662
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St*

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352-7305 after 5pm

P
*

*

& +m\

_ae^.

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 A.M.
10:00 P.*
1-800-438-S039

0 **t

y

:

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
TUES thru SAT

3414 SYLVANIA AVE./475-4381

m

See our expanded Recquetbetl
Dept
FALCON HOUSE 140 E.
Woof M2-—10
SIMPLE PLEASURES for unique
dorm and apartment furraahlno.
The Slaters ol Alpha Deal PI wash to
welcome everyone back to BG. Have
a greet lamaelei.
VISIT THE 'ALCON HOUSE FOR
ATHLETIC SHOES. SWEATS AND
T-SHIRTS IMPRINTING 140 E.
WOOSTER 362 3410.

1 MALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
FURN APT E WOOSTER MUST
BE ABLE TO MOVE IN FOR FALL
SEMESTER $125 MO 4 ELEC
CALL 352 2109 OR 3520747
2 F Roommates needed: 0th St.
$500 per semester Cal 688-8485
or 5478592

HELP WANTED
Donul Delivery Apply in person between 111 Mon only The Getaway
998 S Man
SELL T-SHIRTS AND EARN EXTRA
»t» Slat World of Toledo is UoWng
lor college students to become demonstrstors for our T-shirt party plan
No cash outlay Cal I 478-8405 for
more xilo
Babysitter for 8yr ok), in our home.
3-5 deny, some aght houaekeepng
rwerencse needed Cal 352 8533

FOR SALE
9nchB«WTV
$50 00
Cal 352-4453 eves
BOOKS FOR POP. CULTURE 210
BUYUG THE WeNO. THE FOXFIREBOOK. > FOLKTALES. ALL N
GREAT SHAPE CALL 2 3174

FOR RENT
Apartment new appaancew. river
view, 20 mm drive to BGSU or
Toledo 1 bdrm . new carpeting, air
oond. a heel «id In rant $300 per
mo I 832 1687
Beceuae we atB have vacant apta tor
the tal we are offering special arrangements regarding pets. apt.
sine and tease karma Cal ual 3622278
For rant: remodeled two bedroom
turreehed house Phone 352 1032
after 6:00 p.m
Private room. 2 F. students, cooking
prtvasgae. prrvaM entrance Contact
201 S Coeego
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WITH SPECIAL GUEST TO BE ANNOUNCED

Saturday, September 18, 8 P.M., Anderson Arena
(DOORS OPEN 7 P.M.)
ALL SEATS $11 00
TICKET SALES:
Monday, August 30 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Union Grand Ballroom — Entrance through
marked door only

AFTER MONDAY SALES:
Tickets available at
Union Ticket Office (1st floor)
All Finders * The Source

No food, beverages, smoking, cameras or recording devices in Anderson Arena

m

i

WELCOME ALL STUDENTS
Up Coming Attractions

CAMPUS FILMS

SPEAKERS
The Right Honorable

Thurs. Sept. 2 'Ninotchka' FREE
8 p.m. Gish Theater

Friday/Saturday Sept. 3 & 4
'Sharkey's Machine'
7 & 9 PM Main Auditorium
$1.50 with BG ID
Bowling Green
State University

1982-1983

DAY BY DAY
Campus Calendar listing
all activities, athletic
events, University deadlines, phone numbers —
available in the University Bookstore and Little
Shop, Union.

SALLY OPPENHEIM
October 5, 8 PM
Grand Ballroom

ROB INGLIS
September 21, 8 PM
West Hall

ORGANIZATIONAL

MINI-COURSES
Register for non-credit
courses such as

CPR
MIXOLOGY
AEROBICS
and many more
Starting Wed., September 1
in the UAO office

MEETING

BG
HALL
OF
GAME
Latest Video
and Pinball
Games
First Floor
Union

HAPPY HOURS

Wed., Sept. 8, 1982,8 PM
GRAND BALLROOM, UNION

Friday, Sept. 3
2:30 - 5:30 PM

Find out more about BGSU's
LARGEST Student Organization
Make the Action Happen on campus
JOIN UAO

Falcon's Nest, Union
Proof of Age (19) Required

E.T. Phone the jij? Office
for info on all events: 372-2343
UAO Office: 3rd Floor, Union

TRAVEL
See Monday Night Football
Live at the Stadium
CLEVELAND vs CINCINNATI
September 27

